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CAMPUS NOTES
Quote, Unquote

is

an

eclective

of things being said at and about

sampling
Hope.

From the baccalaureateaddress of the
Rev. Dr. Eugene Osterhaven'37, professor of systematic theology at Western
Theological Seminary:
"As a youngster when I would hear
the name of this collegeit sounded
strange to me. I didn't like the word
'hope.' 1 didn't just want to hope; 1

wanted — whateverit might be — right
away. When 1 'became a man and put
away childishthings,' the felicityof the
name grew on me. I came to feel that
when Dr. Van Raalte said that the college
was his 'anchor of hope for this people
for the future,' that was a sentiment
it

worth cutting in stone.

"We

live, when

we live well, by hope.
From the future comes our strength."

Retiring Alumni Board President Marge Lucking '48 French has added another
possibility to roles availableto women of
the '80s.
In reviewing the highs and lows of
serving as head of Hope's 14,500-member
alumni body, French smugly announced,
"I now feel as if I have earned the right
to the title of 'Part-timeBig Shot,' as my
children so affectionately
call me."

Under the burden of students'pens at
exams time sometimes is fashioned what
Associate Professor of Sociology Don
Luidens terms "Essays Extraordinaire."
These samples prove that the process of
becoming educated is not always an uphill
battle:

"(Rites of passage) refers to the recolonial times of obtaining permission in order to travel from
one colony to another. At that time it
caused much conflict. However, with
Howard Johnsons and McDonald's it is
much more functionalthan before."
No beef there, we say.
Another student put Luidens in the
right mood with the following definition
of sociology: "the study (of) people in
their environment.How the(y) act, communicate, govern, and punish their soci-

quirementduring

ety as a whole."

MargaretBilkert '41 Lammer of Kalamazoo, Mich., was interviewed recently
by her local paper to get her reaction to a
1958 article in which she discussed home-

making

as a career.

In 1958 she said: "Sometimes I think
'what was I educated for?' And then one
of the children asks a question and I
wonder why I didn't have more
education."
In 1984 she weighed those remarks
thus: "As far as being educated, I don't
think I expressed myself very well. I
never thought my education was wasted
because I was a housewife. When one of
our children was having a rough time in
college and wanted to drop out of school,
I spoke of the enrichment an education is
for daily living. It's like having a lucky
six-pence in your shoe."

TWO

Jacob E. Nyenhuis has been appointed
Hope's new provost, succeeding David G.
Marker who resigned to become president of
Cornell College in Iowa. The appointmentis
effective June -15.

Nyenhuis has been a member of the Hope
College facultysince 1975, serving most recently as dean for arts and humanities. He
holds the academic rank of professor of
classics.

Nyenhuis has been a leading national
spokesman for humanities education at the
post-secondary level. He is past president of
the National Federation of State Humanities
Councils and past chairman of the Michigan
Council for the Humanities.
In May he was presented a Distinguished
Service Award by the Michigan Council.
He has testified before Congress on behalf
of the National Endowment for the Humanities and the State HumanitiesCouncils.
Nyenhuis is a graduate of Calvin College
and received the Ph.D. in classics from Stanford University.
He served 13 years on the faculty of Wayne State University before coming to

Army, stationedin
Germany.
He teaches courses in macroeconomics,in-

Hope.
He is the author of numerous scholarly
articles and reviews and the co-author of

a captain in the U.S.

severalbooks, including Latin Via Ovid. He
has held visiting professorshipsat major universities and at the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, Greece.
He has been active in community affairs,
serving on the board of the Louis and Helen
Padnos Education Fund of Holland, as an
officer in the Holland area committeeof Inter-VarsityChristian Fellowship,and in a
leadershiprole of the 14th Street Christian
Reformed Church of Holland.

ternationaleconomics, money and banking,
principles of economics and corporate finance.
His research specialties include the stock market and money supply, property taxation and

Robert Gentenaar, associate professor of
economics, was voted the 1984 Hope Outstanding Professor-Educator.
The award, instituted in 1965, is presented
by the graduating class to the professor who
they feel epitomizes the qualities of the Hope
College educator. He was cited for "intangibles easily recognized by students": his enthusiasm, inspiration, conviction and
dedication.
A member of the Hope facultysince 1977,
Gentenaargraduated from Western Michigan
University in 1961 and holds an M.B.A., an
M.A. and a Ph.D. from Michigan State
University.
Prior to joining Hope's faculty, he was
personnel manager for the hydraulics division
of the Bendix Corp. in St. Joseph, Mich.
(1967-1971). For three years previous he was

BURSMA

MYERS

GENTENAAR

aspects of inflation.

Chuck Link

'50 and John

VerSteeg'65 have

expired.

Alumni Board officers are: PhyllisBrink '58
Bursma, president;Craig Van Zanten '50,
vice president;and Chris

Lohman 73,

execu-

tive committee.

Preliminaryplans for a new library have
been approved by the Board of Trustees. The
proposed five-level facility has been designed
by the architecturalfirm of Shepley, Bullfinch, Richardson and Abbott of Boston. Plans
locate it on College Ave. between Graves
Place and 10th St. with a connection to the
present library, the lower level of which will
house the archives.The remaining two levels
will be converted for classrooms and faculty
•

Trustee elections held in May resulted in
the following new members of the Board: Jon
F. Hanson, a businessmanfrom Far Hills,
N.J.; Richard Kruizenga'52, Ph.D., of New
York City, vice president of the Exxon Corporation; Arvella Schuller,a homemaker and
co-producer of the TV program,-Tdour of
Power," who resides in Orange, Calif.; Nancy
Miller, professor of education at Hope who

offices.

will serve as a facultyrepresentative;the

Rev. James Neevel '56, a fifth generation
Hope alumnus from Albany, N.Y.; and Marian Hughes, an educator from Albany, N.Y.
Willard C. Wichers '31, a trustee for 35
years, was elected to honorary status upon his
retirement.
Reelected as officers of the Board are:
Victor W. Eimecke, chairman; Jay Weener,
vice-chairman; Max D. Boersma, secretary.

New

appointments to the Alumni Board
from Cerritos,Calif.,

are Jim Bos, a senior

and Bev Babe '50 Kerr of Albany, N.Y. Chris
Lohman '73 of Los Angeles, Calif., was reappointed. The terms of Kay Neevel '82 Brown,
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A

$99,119 grant from the National Science
Foundation for a summer honors workshop
for high school chemistry teachers has been
received. According to Prof. Eugene C. Jekel,
who will direct the program,40 teachers will
participate. The program runs June 25-July
20.

The recently released Gourman collegerating study has left Hope administrators
more amused than irritated. The study gave
Hope and more than half of Michigan's other
colleges a "marginal"rating.
The Gourman report has been widely criticized because the author, Jack Gourman, a
professorof political science at California
State University at Northridge, does not explain how he arrivesat the numerical values
(ranging from 2.01 to 4.99 for undergraduate
offerings)that he uses to rank colleges.
One analyst,the directorof the well established Higher Education Research Institute at
the University of Californiaat Los Angeles,
says there is "a one-in-a-billionchance" that
one could conduct a numerically based study
and not come up with duplicationsand gaps
in the numbers string. Gourman's consecutive
rankings differ by one-hundredthof a point
and there are no duplications.Another criticism is that it appears that Gourman's secret
formula assumes that bigness is better when

comes to colleges.
Although Gourman has claimed his study
is based in part on information contributed by
facultymembers and administratorsat the

it

various institutions included, Hope's dean for
continued on page 3
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CASE

confers

giving honor
continued from page 2

admissions, Jim Bekkering, says he has been
able to learn of no one at Hope who was
contacted for information.
Bekkering says the Gourman report contradicts "hard evidence, objective data gathered
by respectedacademicians outside the Hope
community." These data include the recent
Wooster study which analyzes the academic
effectiveness of institutions on the basis of
graduates who go on for Ph.D.s and ranked
Hope 25th out of 867 colleges, Hope's inclusion in the 1982 New York Times Selective
Guide to Colleges,the high number of National Merit scholarsattending Hope (in 1982
more than at any other institution in Michigan) and the acceptance rates of seniors to
graduate and professionalschools.

Three faculty members have authored
books which were releasedthis spring,making their addition'sto Hope's strong standing
in facultyresearch and publication.
Since 1977, facultymembers have published 38 books, more than 450 articles — half
of which were in referencedjournals — and
numerous chapters and book reviews.
The Human Connection: How People
Change People is jointly authored by research
psychologistsMartin Bolt of Calvin College
and David Myers, Hope professor of
psychology.
Released by InterVarsityPress, the paperback relates insightsfrom social psychological
research to Christian beliefs and practice. It
discusseshow people form beliefs about
themselves and about the world, and what
influencestheir attitudes and actions.
This is the second Bolt-Myerscollaborative
venture. Last year, McGraw-Hill published
their 420-page manual of teaching resources,
which accompaniedthe publicationof Myers'
text Social Psychology. The text has been
adopted by nearly 300 colleges, including
most of the Big Ten universities.
Currently Myers is completing the writing
of an introductory psychology text, due for
publicationin December of 1985.
God, Guilt, and Death by Merold Westphal, professorof philosophy, is releasedby
Indiana University Press as part of their Studies in Phenomenology and Existential Philoso-

phy

series.

Westphalexplains what it
means to be religious. Employing phenomenological methods, Westphal demon-

reason and imagination. It shows how reason
emphasized in such early works as The
Pilgrim'sRegress, while imagination comes to
predominate in such later works as The
Chronicles of Narnia and Till We Have Faces.
Previous publicationsinclude The Longing
for a Form, a collection of essays on Lewis's
fiction; Reading with the Heart, a study of
The Chronicles of Narnia, and The Poetry of
Jonathan Swift: Allusion and the Development of a Poetic Style.
is

/

The promotion of 11 members of the faculty has been approved by the College's
Board of Trustees.
Promoted to the rank of full professor
were: Harvey D. Blankespoor, biology; Wayne G. Boulton, religion; Robert E. Elder,
Jr., political science;Francis Fike, English;
Nancy S. Miller, education; Norman Rieck,
biology; Raymond E. Smith, physical education; and Paul Van Faasen, biology.
Promoted to the rank of associate professor
were: Albert A. Bell, Jr., classics/history;
Anne E. Irwin, physical education; and

Sharon Mahood, communication.
Four members of the faculty recentlyparticipated in the biannual Great Lakes Colleges

Association (GLCA) foreign language conference at Albion College.
Gisela Strand, associate professor of German, presented a paper on teaching contemporary culture at various levels through active
participation. The presentationincluded video
tapes prepared by Vesna Crnjanski-Pelrovich,
visiting instructorof French.
Ruth Todd, associate professor of classics
and Sander De Haan, assistant professor of
German, gave a joint presentation,"The Ultimate in Integration:The Golden Age of
Greece and Two Souls of Germany."
Hubert Weller, professor of Spanish, gave a
demonstration of SPANCOM, a computerized
instructionprogram in Spanish he developed.

Marc Baer, assistant professorof history,has
been awarded a grant by the National Endowment for the Humanitiesfor its new Travel to
CollectionsPrograms.He spent May in England to research the changing expressions of
politicalculture in 18th and 19th century
^

London.

Phyllis

Hooyman,

a

member of

staff since 1974, has been

the Hope
promoted to direc-

Hope has been named an honorable menimprovement category of
this year's CASE/U.S. Steel Alumni Giving
IncentiveAwards program.Since 1959 the
Alumni Giving IncentiveAwards have antion winner in the

tor of financial aid.

Gail Smith, who joined the staff in 1977,
has been named associate director.

Bruce McCombs, associate professorof art,
is featured in a new book, A Century of
American Printmaking: 1880-1980, by James
Watrous.Reproducedin the book is the
prize-winning intaglio, "Bridge." Works by
McCombs have recentlybeen shown in
Washington,D.C., Belgium, Taiwan and elsewhere. One of his etchings was featured in
The Washington Post.

Two Hope poets, faculty member Jack Ridl
and senior Tom Andrews, are among the
eight "New Voices in Michigan Poetry" recognized at the eighth annual Michigan Poetry
Festival in Detroit in April.
The eight "New Voices" were selected
from more than 100 poets throughout the
state.
Ridl, associate professorof English,has
gained extensive recognitionfor his poetry in
recent years. His poems have been published
in such prestigiousjournals as Georgia Review, SouthernPoetry Review, IllinoisQuarterly, and Salmagundi.He will be poet-inresidenceat Ox Bow Art Institute, Saugatuck,
Mich., this summer.
Andrews is a philosophy major graduate
from East Grand Rapids, Mich. He began
writing poetry two years ago in a course
taught by Ridl. He studied with the wellknown poet William Staffordat the
Cranbrook Writers' Conference last summer.
His 'poems have appeared in the Ohio Review
and Wind. He recentlyserved an internship
at Oberlin College,assisting in the editingof
Field magazine.
.

Robert Ritsema, professorof music, recently
addressed a sessionat the Grand Rapids,
Mich., regional workshop of the American,

Symphony Orchestra

League and participated

marathon" by doing 11
concertsin six days. He conducts the Kalamazoo Junior Symphony as well as Hope's
in a "conducting

two orchestras."Tossing in two services as
Sunday morning, my
right arm was ready for a rest," he notes.

director of the choir on

nually recognized distinguishedachievements
in annual giving.This year almost 400 institutions were evaluated in the final round of
judging. Of these, 57 will receive awards at
the assembly of the Council for Advancement
and Support of Education in Chicago on July
10.

Hope was nominatedin both the sustained
performance and improvement categories.
This was the first time the College had been
nominatedin more than one category.
More than 300 alumni volunteers are assisting in this year's drive under the leadership of Marjorie Lucking French of
Birmingham,Mich., presidentof the College's alumni association. The effort is directed on campus by John Nordstrom,
director of development, and Cindy Pocock,
associate director of annual funds.
Hope became a finalistin the sustained
performance category for its outstanding record in both the number of donors and the
dollar value of gifts to the alumni annual
funds over a four year period between 197980 and 1982-83. The improvement category
recognizesthe 1982-83 alumni fund drive,
when 6,290 alumni contributed $656,158,
compared to $503,517 from 5,313 alumni in
1981-82.
Finalists in the improvedcategory this year
must have shown at least a 10 percent increase in the number of alumni donors to the
annual fund and at least a 25 percent increase
in the alumni dollar amount given to the
annual fund between 1981—82 and 1982-83.
Last year alumni participation in the annual
fund totaled 45 percent compared to a national average for independent liberal arts
colleges of 23 percent.

During the period of 1979-83 the number
Hope alumni donors increasedfrom 5,048
to 6,290 and contributionsgrew from
of

$407,868 to $647,214.
Hope alumni received national recognition
from the United States Steel Foundation last
year for sustained performance between
1978-82 and an improvement award for
drives in both 1977-78 and 1978-79.

In the book,

strates that one need not be a believerto

understand the religious experience.
Identified and explored are three dimensions of the religious life. The first is the
negative side of the sacred, its tendency to
terrify and repel. The second and third dimensionsare the attractive aspectsof religion,
as fulfillmentitself and as a means to various
human ends. It is the third dimension, the
instrumental value of the religious life, that is
the book's major focus.
Examplesfrom the writings of Kierkegaard,
Freud, Heidegger, Dostoyevsky, Nietzsche,
and Tolstoi, among others,illuminatethe
author's thesis that guilt and death are the
central problems of human existence.Religion
offers a solution to them by promising salvation through belief in the sacred. Westphal
shows the primacy of these concerns to all
religions, drawing wide-ranging examples
from the texts and rituals of the biblical,
Indian, African, Confucian, Egyptian, Greek,
and Roman traditions.
Westphal is also the author of History and
Truth in Hegel's Phenomenology.
Reason and Imagination in C. S. Lewis by
Peter J. Schakel, professorof English,has
been published by William B. Eerdmans Pub-

Robert E. Elder and Jack E. Holmes, associate professorsof political science, presented
a paper, "Economic Long Cycles and American Foreign Policy" to the 25th anniversary
meeting of the InternationalStudies Association in Atlanta, Ga.

James B. Heisler,

associate professor of eco-

nomics, has been selected a Fellow in the
Institute for European Studies'Seminar on
the European Economic Community (EEC) in
June.

The seminar

will bring together 17 univer-

sity faculty and five business executives,se-

Letters
The April 1984 news from Hope College is
very interestingindeed. . .
In referenceto, "First 30 years are the
hardest" by Cy Voogd: How about 58 years?
I'm now the emeritus minister of the
Kiskatom Reformed Church, Catskill, N.Y.
Enclosed: How some of us. Class of 1926,
.

feel

study of the impact of
on business and trade in Europe and the U.S.

George Kraft and Jane Mason, program
director and facilitiescoordinator of the

Dow

Health and Physical Education Center, recently presented a paper titled "Policies and
Procedures that Work in FacilitiesOperation"
at the National Conventionof the American
Allianceof Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance in Anaheim, Calif.

Del Kinney '26
Catskill,
P.S. I use the

allusions.

The second

part of the book surveys

Lewis's works, tracingthe tension between

N.Y.

I

Eighth St.
excerpts from
I

CROWING OLDER

used to wonder
When I saw an old man out walking with a cane;

But now

I

know

Because I, too, use one to help relieveback
pain.
I

Susan Langejans, a head residentfor three
years, has been named to the new positionof

same cane now

used as a
Hope senior to parade up and down East

.

.

used to turn

With amusing glance at men with littlehair,
look at mine
With less to comb my skull is almost bare.

Now

.

director of student activities.
I

lishingCompany.
The book is the first study to explore fully
the role of Lewis's final novel, Till We Have
Faces, in the developmentof his thought and
art. It begins with a close analysiswhich leads
the reader through the plot, clarifying its
themes as it discussesstructure, symbols, and

now!

two-week
the Common Market

lected on a competitive basis, for a

Bruce Himebaugh, director of

financial aid

since 1970, has been appointed director of
Hope's new Office of Human Resources, effective July 1. He will coordinate personnel
programs for the College's400 employees.
Ruth Klungle has been named assistant
director of human resources with responsibility for coordinating the student employment
program.
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used to ask
Some of my older friends,"Why take those

1 read over with special interest the article
on Second Guesting (Feb. issue). It was especially nostalgic to me for this former residence is where I had lived during my
freshman and sophomore years while attending Hope College from 1950-1952.The home
looks about the same to me as it was back in
the early 50's. I recall Mr. & Mrs. Albers as
being a very generous, hospitable,and sincere
couple. They had that important trait of being
understanding and compassionate with those
students who resided in their home.
The other two students who also boarded
there at that time were Leroy Nattress '54
and Richard Kanode '54 I can recall some of
the enjoyable times as well as long hours of
study that we shared together. ...
A few comical situations that occurred back
then 1 wanted to share were: the 2nd story
bathroom had wallpaper which after a great
many hot showers from all three of us was
ultimatelystripped right off the wall! I also
had the misfortune of once slippingand falling on those front steps during the icy winter
season amidst the laughing of a few coeds
coming from Voorhees Hall! .
On the eve of our 30th class reunion, I was
quite pleased in reading this article and pause
to reminisce about those special moments I
spent there while in one of Holland's older
.

.

awful pills?"
1 ask no more
Because our cabinet'sfull in case of sundry ills.
1

used to smile

When grandma

rocked and clickedher well-worn

dentures;
But now. Ah me
Listen to the clack of mine as

structures.

—

my

lovely wife

Frederick Reinstein '54
Northridge, Calif.

endures.

THREE

EVENTS

Admissions
Explorientation, July 29-Aug. 4; a chance to "try on"
college. For details contact AdmissionsOffice,

(616)392-5111, ext. 2200.

Academics
Summer School '84
The summer session will begin Monday, June 18 and run
six weeks thru July 27.
There will be severalcourses offered in biology, business
administration,communication,computer science, education,
English,history,mathematics, philosophy, political science,
psychology, physical education, recreation, Spanish and
theatre.
listing may be obtained from the Registrar
(616)392-5111, ext. 2020.

A course

August Seminars '84
— see listing under "Community &

College,"

this page.

Calendar 1984-85
Fall Semester (1984)
Aug. 25 Residence Halls Open
Aug. 25-27 Freshmen Orientation
Aug. 28 Late Registration
Aug. 28 Classes Begin, 8 a.m.; Formal Convocation

BIKES: Summer School, lime 18-]uly 27
language and reality in Animal Farm, 1984, and selected
essays. Prof. Peter Schakel
Hitler's Rise to Power
A survey of the political,economicand social conditionsin
the 1920's and 1930's, focusing on the emergence of Adolf
Hitler as a political force. Prof. G. Bonno van Dijk,

(evening)
Sept. 3, Labor Day Classes in Session
Oct. 5 Fall Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
Oct. 10 Fall Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
Oct. 19-21 Homecoming Weekend
Nov. 2-4 Parents' Weekend
Nov. 22 ThanksgivingRecess Begins, 8 a.m.
Nov. 26 ThanksgivingRecess Ends, 8 a.m.
Dec. 7 Last Day of Classes

Haarlem, The Netherlands

Elderhostel
Two sessionsof

Elderhostelwill be held on the Hope
College campus this" summer. Elderhostelis a network of
more than 600 educationalinstitutions which offer special
short-term, residential, academic programs for older adults.
The aim of Elderhostelis to provide intellectual stimulation
and the adventure of new experiences.
The first session of Elderhostelwill be June 17-23 and the

Dec. 10-14 SemesterExaminations
Spring Semester (1985)
Jan. 6 Residence Halls Open, Noon
7 Registrationfor New Students
8 Classes Begin, 8 a.m.
15 Winter Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
20 Winter Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
March 7 Critical Issues Symposium (classes not in session)
March 21 Spring Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
April 1 Residence Halls Open, Noon
April 2 Spring Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
April 5 Good Friday: Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 26 May Day; Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 29-May 3 SemesterExaminations

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

second July 8-14.
First-session courses will be:

"Why Touch Your Toes?,"
"The Dutch Connection"and "What's in Your Food?". The
second session will substitute"Water, Water Everywhere"
for "What's in Your Food?."
The cost per session is $180, including room and board. For
further information contact Elderhostel,100 Boylston St.,
Boston, Mass. 02116.

Summer

May 4 Alumni Day
May 5 Baccalaureateand Commencement
May Term (1985) May 6-26
June Term (1985) May 28-June 15

at the

Dow Center

Facilitiesinclude three basketballcourts,running track,

weight room, swimming pool with diving area and modern
dance studio. Lockers and showers available. Individualand
family summer memberships offered.The following summer programs for youth will be offered:
Swim Program: July 1—6, 8:30 a.m.— noon. Boys and girls,

Summer Session (1985)
June 17 Registration& Payment of Fees
June 17 Classes Begin at 1 p.m.
July 4 Classes Not in Session
July 26 Summer Session Ends

lst-6th grades.
BasketballSchool: July 9-20. Boys entering 5th-12th
grades.
Soccer School: July 30-Aug. 3. Boys entering 4th-9th

Arts

grades.
BasketballCamp: June 25-29. Girls entering 7th-12th

Art exhibit.
"Pelete Bite: Kalabari Cut-Thread Cloth" (Nigerian textiles), June 23-July 29, De Pree Center Gallery (hours,
Mon. -Sat., 10. a.m. - 5 p.m.; Sun., 1-5 p.m.)

grades.
For more information, phone (616)392-5111, ext. 3270

Hope Summer Repertory Theatre

Friday, August 3
Food, entertainment and handmade bazaar items are all
available at this annual, day-long event which is sponsored
by the Women's League for Hope College.

28th Annual Village Square

July 6-Sept. 8 (see ad, p. 24)

Community & College
August Seminars
Aug. 6-10, 9

a.m.

Courses availablefor audit, one or two hours of undergraduate credit, or one hour of graduate credit. For more information, contact (616)392-5111, ext. 3060 or 2020.
The Poetry in Children
An illustrated course in freeingpoetic language in children,
using seminar participants and children as subjects.Prof.
Rod Jellema, University of Maryland
Preserver and Destroyer: Love in Shakespeare
A comparative study of As you Like It and Othello exploring Shakespeare's treatment of the greatesthuman emotion

FOUR

Sports

-12:15

Football '84 (see ad p. 23)
BARGAINS:

VillageSquare, Aug. 3

comedy. Prof. Henry ten Hoor
Writings in a State of Siege
A study of South African short stories and novels reflecting
both on the works as literature and on their place in South
in a tragedy and

African society.Prof. Neal Sobania
Coming of Age in 1984: George Orwell
A timely considerationof George Or-well's attitudetowards

Sept. 8 at Olivet Nazarene, 111., 1:30 p.m.
Sept. 15 DEPAUW, 1:30 p.m. (Community Day)
Sept. 22 at Carthage, Wise., 1:30 p.m.
Sept. 29 WABASH, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 6 ALBION, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 13 at Kalamazoo,1:30 p.m.
Oct. 20 ADRIAN, 2:15 p.m. (Homecoming)
Oct. 27 at Alma, 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 3 OLIVET, 1 p.m. (Parents Day)

_
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When alumni

status was celebrated. By Linda Bechtel '84

and her mother, Harriet Van Heest '60 Bechtel. By members of Hope's
119th graduatingclass who postscripted commencement with celebratory whoops and a mortarboard toss-up. By the 19 who became Hope's
first bachelor of science in nursing degree-holders and awaited pinning
ceremonies.By the hondraries, the Rev. Dr. Eugene Osterhaven and
departing Provost David G. Marker. By the hundreds who returned for
cold-plate reunions and a Chicken Supreme alumni banquet. As
always, there were lots of hugs and tears and pictures. Lots of stock
images. Lots of once-in-a-lifetime shots.
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standard form for each student. Although

OBK:

there are rarely any questions about the

grad's key to success

people selected,there are sometimes questions about the ones passed by. Most frequently these gripes are hinged to the
national criterionwhich requires high per-

This spring 36 seniors were inducted into

formance in what <t>BK defines as "liberal

cludes courses intended to develop skills or

rather feel very, very certain about the

studies." What this means is that students

who major in

courses in "liberal studies" (ex-

usually don't go that high.

are always some students whose grade-

fields that have heavy requirements for skill development,such as
the arts or physical education, rarely have
managed also to accrue the OBK-required
number of hours in "liberalstudies."
"I don't know of anyone at Hope who's
graduated with a Bachelor of Music and is
selectedfor Phi Beta Kappa," says Stuart
Sharp, chairperson of the department of
music. "I feel a littleguilty when a fine,
brilliant student with a perfect record graduates from our program and we have nothing to offer them in the way of

points and accomplishmentsare so high on

recognition."

vocational techniques, such as accounting or

ones we're taking," says Klay.

the Zeta of Michigan chapter of Phi Beta

studio courses in the arts). Beyond that,

Kappa, thus achieving the highest recognition of scholasticachievement available to
an undergraduate.
The formal induction, held the week before graduation, was for most the first
occasion to build on scanty antecedent
knowledge of the society; initiates frequently admit to little more than a vague
awareness that Phi Beta Kappa exists and

students are evaluated on the basis of their

Not that the task is all drudgery. The Phi
Beta Kappa faculty members (they, not the
College, hold the charter) meet together
four or five times during the spring semester to review evaluation forms. Frequently, the sessions bear resemblanceto a
group of grandparentshauling out their

unless the candidate has erred flagrantly in

dents because they're so inspiring in

that

this regard.

they've accomplished,"notes Klay. "There

it

For

;

We would

number of

by Eileen Beyer

is prestigious.
all,

induction was the first and only

academic maturity and indications of ability
to contribute to their chosen disciplines.
The society requires that members also be
of "high character," but, according to
Robin Klay, assistantprofessor of economics and retiringpresident of the <&BK chapter at Hope, that is a mote consideration

The process of selecting new members

is

Hope
faculty members

brag books.
"It's

such fun talking about these stu-

what

required meeting; the group would never

arduous, particularlyso because at

again assemble. After the dessert had been

there are only nine

devoured,the solemn promises of
faithfulnessvoiced and recorded, and the

(including one, Marc Brown, assistant pro-

much

fessor of computer science, who was induc-

that they'llget in. But we can't restrain

decision made to shell out the cash or

ted into Hope's Zeta Chapter as a senior).

ourselves, even at the top.

forego the opportunityto purchase the key

which

is

worn as a membershipbadge

after all of that, except for those

—

who

eventually become college or university
professors and select

new members, mem-

bership will be manifestedsimply as a
notation on a resume.

membership in Phi Beta Kappa then
ado about nothing? Does this selfadvertised "ancient and honorable fraternity" (a designation which seems to strain
unduly a 208-year history) really provide
the "privileges and opportunities" it
claims? Is it simply a cap-and-gown version
of Mensa, a high-I.Q. society which snobbishly celebratesas accomplishment the
auspiciousness of having status genes?
Phi Beta Kappa makes no bones about
the fact that it is first and foremost a
Is

much

OBK

Klay estimates that each member puts in
about 20 hours each spring researching candidates who are then considered by the
total group. This year, for instance, 112
seniors qualified on the basis of grade point
averages alone; only 36 were actually elected. Obviously,there was a lot of thinning — made more difficult by the fact that
there was nary a weed among them.
"We are authorized to take up to 10
percent of the graduatingclass, but we

discussion— it's pretty

clubs. (Indeed, the original organization at
the College of William and
secret society, its

members

Mary was

a

required to hold

"inviolate" such privy knowledge as the
nature of the special handclasp.)
But two factorselevate the society of

committed to something
other than itself, namely the ideal of liberal
education; it holds up as models those who
have been educated broadly and challenges
them to serve the human race with their
today. First, it

is

intellectual abilities.

Secondly,its members are chosen on the
basis of what they've done and what they
might do in the future; it's the grade point
average, not the I.Q., that qualifiesand
this is merely the entry point rather than
the sole determinant.
OBK members must hold a minimum
grade-point-average of 3.6 and this can be
calculatedonly on the basis of a required

SIX

much assumed

We

have to talk
about them so we can ooh and aah."
The evaluation for Phi Beta Kappa membership differsfrom the evaluation for
Mortar Board, Hope's other national honor
society not tied to a specific discipline, in

tion for a charter from the national music

honorary society. Pi Kappa Lambda. Although this recognizes achievement,it has
no street clout compared to 4>BK.
If <6BK is widely recognized, what does
it do for the student? Although an assessment of scholarship potential,the invitation
for membership comes too late in the year

that grades are considered throughout the

to influence graduate school acceptances.

process, not simply as initial qualifiers.

There are some 4>BK scholarships available
for graduate work, but these are at the
dissertationlevel and thus cannot be claimed for several years. Although <1>BK membership may indeed be what Klay claims

Furthermore,Mortar Board deliberations
are made on an

anonymous basis.

<1>BK faculty members involve department heads in their assessmentsand use a

—

What's the difference between

OBK

a

society for recognition. In the initiation

ceremony inductees are told, "The success
of Phi Beta Kappa continues to lie in what
it is, rather than in what it does."
As such. Phi Beta Kappa smacks as much
of status-seeking as Cuisinarts and country

Sharp adds that Hope has made applica-

the scale that they really don't warrant

and a latchkey kid?

The

Phi Beta Kappa key is derived from the
symbol, a square medal, which was adopted by
the original society founded in 1776 at the
College of William and Mary in Virginia. The
lower stem, convertingthe medal to a key, was
added later by the branch at Yale.
On one side the medal bears the letters S P,
the initialsof the Latin words Societas Philosophiae.

On

the other side are the three

Greek

which form the society’s name and, in
Greek, the motto “Love of wisdom — the guide
of life.” In the upper left corner are three stars
symbolizingthe principles of the society: friendletters

ship, morality

and

literature. A pointing

hand

in

the opposite corner symbolizes aspiration.

Wearing the key

is

one of the privileges of

membership. “It should be worn only by the
recipient,”the <E>BK Handbook cautions. The
key can be purchased only by application to
the chapter secretary or to the United Chapters.
Prices range from $16.50 (1" gold electroplate)
to $72 (1-1/4" 10-karat gold).
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“evidence of stellar performanceas an un-

'Justified of her children'

dergraduate and real intellectual depth and
breadth" —

it

seems to mean more

in aca-

deme than in the world of business.
K. C. Vaughn, senior professional recruiter at Haworth, Inc., Holland's largest
employer with 400 white-collarpositions,
says Phi Beta Kappa membership on a
resume is "something we'd note but not
put a lot of weight on."
Tom DeCair, among Hope's first group
of initiates and now chief spokesman for
the U.S. Justice Department,says he can't
say his Phi Beta Kappa membership has
done anything in particularfor him over
the years.

"But I can't help but think that as a brief
mention on a resume, it does some good,"
he adds.
DeCair says his Phi Beta Kappa key has
never come out of its box but his membership does mean something to him, particularly because he had an earlier academic
career at Kalamazoo College that was less
than successful.His performanceat Hope,

Phi Beta Kappa's literature claims that the organization's offspring bespeak the worth of

1

Chicago,

initiates,graduates of the Class of 1971,

2 Hendrika Vande
Pasadena,

III.

Kemp, Ph.D.

New

PritzkerSchool of Medicine,

department of psychology,
Fuller Theological Seminary

The

University of

Chicago

4 Christine

Weurding Grant, M.S.

5

Orleans, La.

geologist with

Exxon Co.

Adelheid Holthuis Noyes, M.A.
Westland, Mich,

Battle Creek, Mich,
professionunknown

6

3 Linda Provo Fulton, Ph.D.

Calif,

faculty member,

experience, he notes.

a

PBK

faculty member,

served as a meaningful counterpoint to that

it's

first

to get settled. Sixteen of the

Laura Mumford, M.D.

culminating with his <1>BK induction,

DeCair indicatesthat his membership
may have some value in social circles. He
says he does sometimes mention his <J>BK
status to others in informal situations,and
when he encounters another member, he
says, he frequently kids that the two of
them are fraternitybrothers— "especially if

have had 13
22 of them have earned at least one advanced degree
and seven have completed Ph.D.'s. Here's where they are today.

the institution. Hope's

years

mother and homemaker

Ludwick Powers, R.N.

San Antonio, Texas

Iron River, Mich,

8 Janet Hildebrand, Ph.D.
Fort Worth, Texas

faculty member,

nurse

faculty member,

George Bishop, Ph.D.

7 Carol

department of German,
Texas Wesleyan University

department of behavioral sciences,

The

University of

Texas

9 Linda

Dethmers Sittser, M.M.
Orange

City,

Iowa

faculty member,

woman."

department of music,
Northwestern College

At Hope, faculty <bBK members do not
see themselves as part of an elite group.
"We are very much like everyone else
on the faculty as far as I can tell," notes
Klay. "My sense is that most of our colleagues would have qualifiedif they had
been at institutionswhere there were

10 Barbara Michalak

Murphy

New Haven, Conn
profession unknown

charters."

comment directs toward another
what
are called its "sheltering" institutions.ObKlay's

point: Phi Beta Kappa does a lot for

1

1

taining a charter does not come easily and
requires an extensive review.

Hope

David Huang, M.D.

Wichita Falls, Texas
orthopedic surgeon

OBK

professors sought a charter for 11 years
before they were successful in 1971, and
there are only 225 chapters today, seven in

12 James Koert, M.S., M.B.A.

Michigan. Charters are not subject to reg-

Vadnais Hts., Minn,
marketing researcher,
Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc.

ular review, but can be recalled.

Aside from serving as an indicatorof
quality,the

4>BK

charter qualifiesthe Col-

lege for participationin a Visiting Scholar

Program which funds a two-day campus
visit each year by a nationally recognized

13

scholar.

A

Thomas Brown
Martinsville,Va.

less obvious benefit,says Klay, is that

computer programmer/

by carefullyreviewingthe institution'sbest
"products"each year, the strengths and
weaknessesof the College may also be

systems analyst for
Pannill Knitting Co.
(sweatshirt manufacturer)

clarified. For instance, there is a con-

sistentlyhigh percentage of <J>BK initiates

who are science majors of great curricular
and extracurricularbreadth.

"Hope requires its scientists
we have next

to be liter-

nothing in the
way of requiring scientific literacyof non-

ate, but

scientists.

Maybe

14 Joyce Newell, M.A.

we
number

the fact that each year

have a hard time ruling out a great
of candidates

16 Judy Roos Carter
Canyon Country, Calif,
mother and homemaker

to

Lansing, Mich,
statistician

15 Susan Maxwell

Graham

Mt. Clemens, Mich,

high school teacher

from the sciences points

rather dramatically to that inconsistency."

There

are, of course, other far

19 Barry Schreiber, Ph.D.

broader

reviews of the College's performance,such

17 Thomas DeCair

as the North Central Association reaccreditationstudy which consumed
last year. In the search for the

much

Washington, D.C.

of

director of public affairs,

<J>BK raison

U.S. Justice

d'etre one is finally led back to the society's

own

Department

Duluth, Minn,

18 Mark Van Dort, Ph.D.
Pleasant Hills, Calif.
chemist,
Dow Chemical Co.

faculty member,

,

department of psychology,
University of Minnesota

The

statements.

Phi Beta Kappa, says the initiation form,
"holds aloft the old banner of scholarship,

and to the students who have turned aside
from the easier paths and by their talent
and fidelity have provided themselvesto be
worthy, it .gives the fitting recognition of a
special distinction.. .

.

20 Travis Kraai, M.A., MJV.

New

Era, Mich,

21 Drake Van Beek, J.D.
Libertyville, III.

public school

attorney specializing in

principal and teacher

international law

"In the main, Phi Beta Kappa has been
justified of her children."
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(not pictured)

Mark Rockley, Ph.D.
Stillwater, Okla.

faculty member,

department of chemistry,

Oklahoma

State University

SEVEN

"Whoever

deeper in the memory. So the night
before a test it's basically just a quick
read-through of what I've been studying
all along."
A transfer student from Kalamazoo
College, where he also maintained an A
. . .
average,McWatters is an advanced underclassman,taking upper-levelcourses
it . .
in history, politicalscience and philosophy, along with the ever-presentcore
requirements.
He does not plan to follow ready-made
guidelines for a particular major. McWatters is composing his own composite
major in ethics, an area of study he
hopes will eventuallyprepare him for law
school (The Universityof Michigan, first
choice). Negotiatingwhat he wants from
college is important to him.
"The need to stay within my objectives, to pursue what I want from college
is the most valuableeducation for me. I
don't feel that choosing a certain major is
bad because you surely learn a lot. But
for me, variations with certain departments would give me what I need and
want."
He also keeps the pressureof managing
a remarkable grade point in perspective.
He confides he feels no pressure from
glasses. She realizes college won't be
anyone else but himself.In fact, encoureasy. To continue getting the most out of
agement and stabilityare staples received
her classes and persist in meeting new
from his parents, Donald and Marie Mcpeople is what this 4.0-er wants most.
Watters. And there is no pathological
need to make his grade point an only
means to an end.
There's always a
"It's so easy to say, 'No, I'm not
long
to go
striving for a 4.0,' when I'm not exactly
sure if that's true. And it's so easy to
say, 'It really doesn't bother me if I
"I love to study in an easy chair,
don't do as well as I'd hoped,' because I
preferably next to a window so I can just
haven't been disappointedin the past.
lean back and do a little reading. I'll
"It's like someone saying winning isn't
pause once in a while and gaze out the
everything.Well, that's easy for somewindow to take everything in. I find it
one to say who has been winning and is
easier to internalize my reading, to reon top. But I caution myself against
flect on it, understand it. I like to study
being too locked in. The pressure is alin a relaxed way."
ways there to do the best I can. I have to
Thoughtful and insightful.
"This year I'm involved in theatre. I'm realize there's so much more going on
out there."
playing the part of a psychiatrist in
The expectationsand dreams of an am"Echoes." I think my beard was a perbitious scholar aiming for a career in
suasion to typecast."
politics can be high, yet they are cerInvolved and artistic.
tainly attainable. For McWatters keeping
David McWatters has no intentions to
a wider perspective-in this smaller world
being bound only to books. A diversified
is what keeps his love for politicsintact.
sophomore, McWatters balancesthe deHe knows there are some things the
mand of academics and the necessity of a
politicalworld cannot contain.
social life with perspective.
"We must all come to terms with
"I know I have to get out and put the
whatever we have to come to terms with.
books down every once in a while just to
I hope I will become better as I come
stay sane," he comments.
Finding an outlet from the rigors of his more to terms with myself. I see more
and feel like I can do more. But there's
academic load, the affable young man
always a long way to go. Always."
spreads his range of interests all over
campus.
His involvement in theatre took him to
four or five two-hour practices a week.
This personal need to
His activitiesin Young Life, a high
do well
school youth ministry,bring him in contact with teenagers at least once a week.
Being a student has become a way of
His role in Student Congress reveals his
life for senior Kirk Weller. His academics
talent for leadership and concern — and
seem to nurture him.
takes up some more time.
The joy derived from doing well, makAnd on the side, what there is of it, he
ing progressand becoming a better
occasionally swims and jogs to stay in
thinker is Weller's reward. He likes
shape, maintains his love for movies and
being a student and truly enjoys sitting
musical theatre, and stays true to Maize
with a book and pen in hand. The status
and Blue football.
of being a scholar, stepping on the welTime left to study seemingly comes
come mat before many doors, is appealbetween breaths.
ing to him.
A top-10 graduate of Grandville
"I made the decision before I started
(Mich.) High, McWatters cannot pincollege to concentrateon my studies and
point the amount of time he spends

gives heed to instruction prospers

Understanding

is a

fountain of

life to all

who have

from Proverbs 16

Grade-A students
about

life at

by Eva D. Folkert
King Solomon had it right: The desire
and need to learn are a student's destination. At the same time, most also pay
heed to other words of wisdom which
foretellthe folly of all work and no play.
Yet there are a dedicatedfew within
the framework of college academics who
extend past the normal boundaries and
reach for the top. Their perfect and ultimate attainment is an unblemished A

.

levels of

commitment and

different courses they take. For some,
intensity depends on involvement in outside activities, their needs for release.

What makes some students tick out of
makes them click in class.

class is what

There are others who rely almost totally on the learninglife-support system.

Academics are a very big part of their
world. They enjoy absorbing all the
wisdom and knowledge tossed their "Way
and record the best grades to prove it.
Whatever the case, Hope has various
types of 4.0 students. They are not
strange bookfellows,just scholars of a
different breed. A few of these few are
featuredhere.

I've studied,

that's all

I

can do.

Rhonda Bean has committed her life to
something much bigger than academics
her religious conviction.
The daughter of the Rev. Gordon and
Mrs. Elaine Bean, Rhonda's first priority
is to her lifestylein Christ. Included as
prior commitments to her booking habits
are a Bible study and sessions with FCA
(Fellowshipof ChristianAthletes), which
meets at least weekly.
Although the personable young freshman confesses to spending usually five
hours a day studying, she makes sure she
appropriates enough time to spend with

—

people.
“It's important for

me

to be with oth-

me or just want to spend
time with me. I will put them before my
homework and academics.
“I believe it ties in with my Christianity. You can learn a lot from books
but people can teach you so much more
ers if they need

EIGHT

and they are what is most important.''
Bean also spends time with friends
playing intramural sports and is a member of the formals committee for the
Social Activities Committee (SAC). Involvement in a tap dance class last semester has created a new hobby. She can
now occasionally be found practicing her
soft-shoe maneuvers, a sure stressreliever.

A stand-out at Hope more

for her

slight East Coast accent and vocabulary
stead of pop) than her study habits.

disci-

pline of this select set are as varied as the

Once

top

(sneakers instead of tennies and soda in-

average, a straight 4.0.

The

the

tell

Bean

was the fourth-highestgraduate in her
class from New Wilmington High, a
small rural school in Pennsylvania. Even
though she held an outstanding academic
record in high school, Bean was still
surprised when she achieved a four-point
at Hope.
"I wasn't really confident that I was
ready to go to college, handle the academic pressure and adjust to being away
from home. I thought it would be harder
for me than it was first semester. But
this semester I'm working harder.''
Leaning toward an English major and
psychology minor. Bean is still in the
experimental stages of finding the best
way to study. She uses different dorms,
tries the library, any different atmosphere that provides a change of pace.
In college lingo. Bean is a "crammer''
or "all-nighter." She will fit all she can
into the few hours the night before a
test. But unlike many "crammers,"she
does not get nervous before an exam.
"I figure once I've studied, that is all I
can do. I'll just go into the test and do
my best. I keep telling myself I'm as
ready as I'm ever going to be."
The pressure of preservinga perfect
grade-pointdoes not make her nervous
either. In fact. Bean admits she does not
closely keep track of her grades. The
value of her education,she says, is not
placed on the recorded output but on the
overall challengeof learningand. the enjoyment derived from that challenge.
Rhonda marvels and is thrilled by the
attitudes her professors take toward challenging a student.
"I'm really impressed by my professors. The overall attitudes they take
toward teaching is enlightening.They
really appear to enjoy what they do and
take an interest in how I'm progressing
as their student. That's important to

way

studying each day or week. He could be
classifiedas an organized student, the
type who reads over his notes after every
class to tamp the facts.
"By the time the tests come around.

me."

I've been taking all the studying in steps.

This freshman knows that even hornrims offer no protection to rose-tinted

And over time, the information becomes
more internalized, somethingthat is

achieve a certain

amount

of discipline and

determination,"he says.
Although Weller carries senior status
and could have graduated in May, he has
decided to remain one more year at Hope
and complete requirements for a secondary teaching certificate.
A graduate of Mona Shores (Mich.)
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High School and the son of Leonard
Weller and Marilyn Pickle, he first attended Muskegon Community College
and after a couple years transferred his
perfect 4.0 to Hope. Despite the switch
in schools, the pressureto continue doing
well remained, perhaps increased.
"I have this personal need to do well.
There is nothing outside that tells me 1
have to do it. And it's something that
goes beyond the grade. 1 have to be good
at what I'm doing. 1 think we all should
strive to be the best we can. The problem
is I go overboard and I haven't learned a
proper balance.”
Grappling with the question of how to
keep the scales between his academic and
social lives in balance is something Weller has been struggling with for years. He
sees abundant opportunitiesto learn, his
favorite thing to do, but wants the luxury of having his cake and eating it with
others.

The devoted student believes he studies
some days seven to eight
hours, others four to five. He says he
must work hard at his studies, sinking a
lot into his brain by brute force.
'T actually will not give up. I believe it
is all a matter of priority. I was finding I
had to spend more time studying than I
did in high school. But more work, harder work, made me find a natural trend.
Suddenly I was keeping things in focus.”
Weller will habitually stay in one place
to study, most likely seated on his bed
with a book on his lap and a piece of
paper on top. Anywhere else is too distracting for him.
Like any other students, however,
Weller finds himself fighting periodic
bouts of apathy in which he feels free
"to be lazy, sit around, watch TV and eat
out too much." He's quick to correct
himself though.
"It bothers me when people perceive of
me as being horribly grade-conscious.If I
were grade-consciousI would do just
enough to get by because that's how I
perceive grade-consciousness.
Sure, I
have to be grade-consciousto get to this
point. But when I'm working beyond
what I need to in a particular class, there
is no grade-consciousness
on my part.
I'm working that hard because I enjoy
quite a bit,

it."
If it seems like 95 percent of Weller's
time is spent studying or in class, then
the other five percent is enthusiastically
channelledto selected diversions.
Donned in Universityof Michigan garb
and sporting the beginnings of a scruffy
beard, Weller admits he lives and dies by
Wolverine football on Saturday afternoons. Baseball has always been a favorite spectator sport for him also. It only
seems fitting for a man who loves cal-

culation to be interested in a sport so

dependent on statistics and percentages.
Music is an intrinsicpart of Weller's
life. In high school he placed his emphasis on playing the trombone rather than
academics.He keeps the old brass polished by playing in Hope's Jazz Band
which practices twice a week and gives a
couple concerts each semester.
Weller also volunteershis time to be a
"big brother" to a four-year-old, whom
he sees a few times a week. "I read to
him, we wrestle and go to the Dow
Center. It's really been a very good
relationship."

And he is a member of PI MU Epsilon,
math honor fraternity. But studying

the

is the center of his schedule.

my

purpose as a
to be adequate at a cognitive level. At this stage in
my life I seem like a selfish person
because 1 want to develop myself first.
Until I've done that I'm not ready to do
"1 really feel that

human being and student is

much

else."
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League crown caps
by

thriller

15-1 singles record while Work was 13-1.
Together, they were 12-2 in doubles.
Senior Suzi Olds of Spring Lake, Mich.,
was voted the most valuable player while
freshmanKaren Visscher of Falls Church,
Va., was chosen as the most improved.

Tom Renner

The expected and the not-so-expected highlighted end-of-the-year sports action at

Hope

College.
It hardly came as a surprisewhen Hope
captured its fifth consecutive Michigan Intercollegiate AthleticAssociation (MIAA) allsports championshipwhich is a testimonialto
the college with the best cumulative sports
program in the nation'soldest college athletic
conference.
It is only the second time in the 50-year
history of the all-sports award that a school
has won it five years in a row.
Hope crowned champions in five sports this
past year — men's cross country, soccer, men's
basketball, women's swimming and women's

BASEBALL: Catcher Captures Kudos
lunior catcher Randy Cutler of Kalamazoo,
Mich., made MIAA baseballhistory as he
captured the league'sbattingchampionship
for the second year in a row.
It marked the first time in MIAA history
that a player won back-to-back batting
crowns.
Cutler won the championshipin dramatic
fashion by getting a hit on his final time at
bat. It raised his season average to .450.
Cutler,who was voted the most valuable
player by his teammates for the second year
in a row, receivedall-MIAA designation along
with third baseman Dave Nummikoski, a senior from Holland, Mich.
The Dutchmen finishedin third place in
the MIAA standings and were 13-20 overall.
They were 12-11 during the regular season,
including 7-1 on their home field.
Junior John Klunder of Grand Rapids fired
a no-hitterin a 10-0 victory over Olivet. It
was the first no-hitterby a Hope pitcher since
1965 and only the 13th in the MIAA over the
past quarter of a century.
Cutler,a psychology-mathmajor with a
3.9 GPA, was voted to the Academic All-

tennis.

Hope ended with 130 all-sports points,followed by Calvin with 121, Alma 119, Albion
106, Kalamazoo 73, Adrian 65 and Olivet 56.
The spring sports season was filled with
pleasantsurprises — the first no-hitterin baseball in two decades, a league batting champion
for the second year in a row, an undefeated
championshipwomen's tennis team, three
NCAA nationalqualifiers irt men's track and
a rare league titlist in men's tennis.

WOMEN'S TENNIS: Unbeaten Champs
The Flying Dutch captured their second

MIAA championshipin

three years enroute

to posting a rare undefeated season.

marked the second time this year that a
Hope athletic team had gone through the
season'1unbeaten. The other was the 22-0
men's basketballteam.
Coach Tanya Shire'sFlying Dutch posted a
14-0 dual meet record that included six shutouts and won both the Great Lakes Colleges
Associationand Michigan Intercollegiate Ath-

year

America first team

as catcher.

It

letic Association tournaments.

Freshman Kim Baxter of Hastings, Mich.,
Hope's first flight singles player,and junior

Main cog

of

Cathy Work

women's tennis: Cathy Work
of Ypsilanti,Mich., were voted

to the all-conferenceteam.

Work and junior Cathy Walsh of Midland,
Mich., won gold medals at the MIAA tournament by winning the second and fourth flight,
singles crowns. They also combined to win
the third 'flightdoubles championsjiip.
During the year Walsh had an outstanding

MEN'S TRACK:

Updating Records

Six school records and three NCAA nachampionshipqualifiers highlighted the
men's track season.
Coach Gordon Brewer, in his 28th season
at helm of the tracksters, guided the
Dutchmen to second place in the MIAA.
Sophomore Rob Appell of Vicksburg,
Mich., was voted the MIAA's most valuable
trackster for his stellar performances during
the dual meet season and first place finishes
in the high jump and 200-meterdash on Field
Day. Appell won at least three events in
every dual meet this spring and twice took
four firstsas he became the first Hope trackster to be voted the league's MVP since 1971.
He set new Hope records in the high jump,
and 200 and 400-meterdashes.
Senior Steve Underwood of East Lansing,
Mich., culminated a brilliant college. career as
a distance runner by winning both the 5,000
and 10,000 meter runs at Field Day for the
second year in a row.
Appell and Underwood were voted to the
all-conferenceteam along with juniors Jeff
Allen of Holland, Mich., and Kraig Jansen of
Hudsonville, Mich. Underwood during his career was voted all-MIAA seven times — all
four years in cross country and in track three
tional

years.

Appell, Jansen and Underwoodall had
school record performances in qualifying for
the NCAA Division III national championships. Appell cleared 6-9-1/2 in the high
jump, Underwood chopped 32 seconds off the
10,000 meter run mark and Jansen improved
his own school record in the 110-meter
hurdles.

WOMEN'S TRACK: Dark
The Flying Dutch were

a solid second place
standings.
Hope crowned three league champions at
Field Day, and none was more memorable
than the race run by sophomore Ann Lootens
of Grosse Pointe Shores, Mich., who captured
the 3,000 meter run gold medal with her
first-ever victory in collegiate competition.
Sophomore Paula Smith of Penfieid,N.Y..
repeated as league champion in the long jump
while senior captain Cathy Fox of Kalamazoo
won the MIAA shotput crown.
Smith, who was voted most valuable by her
teammates, and Fox were voted to the allMIAA team along with sophomore Deb
Heydenburg of Jenison, Mich., and junior
Amy Reistererof Kalamazoo,Mich.

Memorable medalist: Ann Lootens

TEN

MIAA

Second to

One

a 289-1 record.
After posting a 3-3 record against more
seasoned southern opponents, the Dutchmen
finisheda solid second in the MIAA tournament and enjoyed the rare distinction of
crowning a league champion. Senior Jeff
Plomer of Midland, Mich., won the fifth
flight singles crown to become the first nonKalamazoo player in five years to win an
individualchampionship.
Junior Randy Smith of Holland, Mich., was
voted to the all-MIAA team for the second
year in a row. Senior Derrick Velarde of
Grand Blanc, Mich., was voted the team's
most valuable player by his teammates while
Plomer received the distinction as the most
improved.

SOFTBALL: Out

of the Cellar

The Flying Dutch improved a notch

Horse

Brightens Season
finisher in the

MEN'S TENNIS:

Second best behind small-collegetennis
power Kalamazoo College is not all that bad.
The Hornets of Kalamazoo have won every
league tennis crown since 1935, with only a
dual meet upset loss to Hope in 1962 spoiling

in the
standings,finishingfifth in the sixteam conference race and 4-23 overall.
Senior pitcher Robin Pfeiffer of Grand
Haven, Mich., set a league record for endurance as she was involved in all 10 league
decisionsand came within an inning of the
MIAA mark for most innings pitched in a
Season.
Pfeiffer and junior third baseman Anne
Hendrickson of Grand Rapids, Mich., were
voted to the all-MIAA second team.
Hendrickson was the team's leading hitter in
conference play with a .303 average and tied
the MIAA record for doubles in a season with

MIAA

four.
Pfeiffer was voted the team's most valuable
player by her teammates while sophomore
Shelly Folkert of Hamilton, Mich., was selected the most improved.
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Putting
by Doug
It

away

childish things, except

for...

Holm

little pockets to hold cards) replaced rubber
bands and shoe boxes. Checkliststhat were
printedon the cards themselves weren't of as
much use as elaborateprice guides (baseball
cards worth money?).The condition of cards
was now important, meaning that a card in
"mint-condition,"a card with no creasesor
folds, was worth more money and. thus,
better. (Oh, how I regrettedhaving creased
Willie Mays, Al Kaline and Hank Aaron in
our childhood baseball card games.) Simple
trades between Paul and me were replacedby
mail-order deals and card-collectors
conventions.
A baseball card convention was a sight to
behold. Picture, if you can, about three or
four hundred buyers, dealersand openmouthed bystanders milling around various
tables stacked with notebooks, displaycases
and boxes full of baseball cards and baseball
memorabilia. And everything had a price.
Heck, even the wrappers of packs were worth
something. (I mulled over how much potential wealth 1 had unknowingly tossed into
garbage cans and wastebaskets over the

happens every spring. No, I'm not talk-

ing about the melting of the stalwartsnows

nor the awakening animals scurrying about
Nor about
the funny sensation of love at first sight. No
sir. What I'm talking about is the appearance
of baseball cards — those cheap pieces of cardboard that your neighbor used to clothespin
to the spokes of his three-speed in order to
transform it into a motorcycle; "that junk"
Mom took such joy in throwing out if she

after another long winter's sleep.

happenedto find it scattered somewhere;
those gaudy cards your little brother taped on
his bedroom wall. The arrival of baseball
cards at the local stores was for me when I
was younger a sure sign that spring was here
and that summer, long-awaited,was not too
far off.

suppose you could blame my brother Jeff
He was of card-collecting age
(which is about second or third grade) when I
was a toddler, and, like most toddlers, I was a
bother. My brother would give me his "doubles" (the name given to duplicatecards
which everyone hates) and to prevent confusion, he would mark a big red X on the back
of the card. I must have been a bother,
because before I could read I had amassed a
tidy pile of cards. To this day, I have several
cards of 1967-68 vintage marked with big red
I

for all of this.

years.)

"Say, how much is that '69 Willie McCovey, anyway?"
"Well, this McCovey, because the letters of
his name are printed in yellow insteadof the
usual white, is seventeen dollars."
"Oh, thank you."
"Wow! How much is that Reggie Jackson
Oakland tank-top uniform worth, mister?"
"You got that much money, kid?"
At one convention, Al Kaline was present
to sign autographs— the one and only Al
Kaline — except it cost some money to get his
signature.
"Did you hear that the '52 Topps Mantle
has fallen in the last six weeks?"
"No, but the '65 Carlton rookie is up four
bucks since March, and I've got a dozen of

X's.

One of the beauties of baseballcards, I
guess, is that they capture an image, not
unlike a snapshot, and that image doesn't
change. Neither do the names: they are
printed on the cards forever.Of the cards my
brother finally gave to me when he went
onward to more sophisticatedthings like girls,
this is true. There is Al Kaline with that
famous "Old English D" on his chest; Hank
Aaron, wearing his cap with the script "A"
that I always hated, and still hate; a young
Reggie Jackson wearing his wonderfully
gaudy kelly green and Californiagold
Oakland Athletictank-top uniform. There are
the famous names: Roberto Clemente, Willie
Mays and Bob Gibson; and some not-so famous ones: Bob Tiefenauer, Joe Sparma and
Dave Wickersham. Names and images remembered by baseballcards.
This value of time-freeze,of course, was
not important to us at the time. What was
important, however, was doing something
with our cards. Leave it to my brother to
think of something. With a tin-foil ball, some
building blocks and eighteen baseballcards, he
invented the "baseball card game." He played
it with his friends at first, but as I got older I
too participated. What we did, when
and Dad weren't home (Game Rule #1), was
transform the living room into a miniature
ball park, setting up the standard ball diamond (as best we could anyway, allowing for
obstacles we couldn't move, like walls) and,
finally, placing the cards at their respective
positionson the "field," using the blocks for
support. The person whose team had been
positionedin the field would be the pitcher;
the other, of course, the batter, with the bat
being the baseball card of the player due up.
I don't know exactly why we placed "players" in the field. They couldn't move. In fact,
they usually just got in the way. The standard baseballrules applied to our game, with
one exception.An out could be achieved by
hitting your opponent(anywhere) with the
ball as he desperatelytried to move his baserunners. Moving the baserunners was a major
problem. It involved plenty of crawling, diving and rolling. It was especially tough if a
player was on first base — the batter's card
had to get to first base, then the card already
at first had to be transported to second base
(imagine if the bases were loaded!).Several
acrobatic moves were invented for our game.
Once three outs were obtained, the team in
the field had to be collected and the other
team had to be positioned.A lot of times, it

Mom

Doug Holm

is a sophomore from Waterford.
Mich. His essay begins an occasionalseries
which will present student writing on a variety of topics.

them."

Photo by Louis Schakel
took longer to prepare for an inning than to
play it.
The most important part of the game, however, was choosing the teams. We normally
chose the players,but one time a draft was
actually held and the players were bought
with pennies. It never occurred to us that all
the cards were the same. A card portraying
Willie Mays was really Willie Mays, and,
thus, he was expected to hit a lot better than
a card picturingRay Oyler. It was also great
fun, for me at least, to make up the batting
order. You had total control over the players
and felt like a big-league manager. It was a
great game.
But people do grow older, and my brother
was no exception.As a result, I found myself
the owner of all of my brother'scards and the
baseball card game became extinct. For the
next few years I conscientiouslyupheld the
tradition of collecting cards every spring and
summer. Although it was still fun, it wasn't
the same.
The spirit was restored, however, when
Paul moved into the neighborhood. We became friends and baseballsoon became a main
part of our lives, with the collecting of baseball cards just an aspect of it. From 1976 to
1978, Paul and I were avid buyers, traders
and collectors of baseball cards (not to mention expert bubble-gum chewers).
One of our favorite things to do was to hop
on our bikes and pedal furiously to Wonder
Drugs and buy five or six packs of cards.
Wonder Drugs was about a mile and a half
away, and it always seemed as if the wind
blew in our faces both going to and returning

from "Wonders." Upon

arrival

we would

rush in and search for the box proclaiming
"Topps."After finding it and paying that
precious one or two dollars, we would plop
down outside the store by our bikes and,
obliviousto anything else, open our packs.
"Dang it! I have three Sal Bandos
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already."

"Nothing but craps in this pack."
"Hey! George Foster — I need him!"
"Nothing but doubles in this pack."
Paul would then try to stuff all five or six
sticks of bubble-gum in his mouth and sometimes succeeded; I usually stuck to the conventional one stick at a time. By August, the
gum, which was never very good to begin
with, would be pretty stale from setting on
the counter since spring and would usually
end up, unchewed, in the trash can with the
wrappers. After restingfor a few minutes or
finding some junk food to waste the rest of
our money on, we would head home, always
into the teeth of the wind.
This time of bliss passed rather quickly,as
we both grew up and faced that American
institution known as high school. Unlike my
brother,however, we both kept collecting. In
fact, we became pretty hard-core collectors.
The times had changed, and we were no
longer content to get our cards from Wonder
Drugs. (1, for one, felt some embarrassment
when publiclyindulging in such a childish
hobby as I grew older.) Suddenly, it was the
fashion to order your cards from some company that specialized in dealing baseball cards.
In this manner, you would receivethe entire
year's set of cards (about 700 or so) one day
in the mail — and that was it. We thought it
was great. We never realized that by doing
this we were depriving ourselves of the best
part of collecting cards: buying a few packs at
a time, sortingand weeding out the doubles,
and trading.Those processes which had taken
an entire summer to evolve were now completed in one day. Suddenly, the old goals of
completing a season'sset weren't just in
reach, but easily attainable! And because of
this, for a while, collecting baseball cards was
more fun than it had ever been.

Our

collections

became more

sophisticated.

Three-ring notebooks and plastic sheets (with

"Yeah/ 1 went and bought myself twentyfour '81 Topps Gibson rookies.I hear that the
card is about to skyrocket!"
After about two years of plastic sheets,
price guides and price updates, conventions
and mail-order deals, I lost interest and
stopped collecting. During those two years I
had built a fairly respectablecollection, with
some cards that had "skyrocketed" in value,
but I could never sell them. Perhaps I finally
reached the stage my brother had reached
several years earlier, but I doubt it. I think
what ruined it was adults: adults barging in
on a child's pastime. I'll bet if you asked most
of the card dealers at a convention to hop on
their bikes and ride the mile or so to Wonder
Drugs, they couldn't make it. No matter how
hard adults try, they cannot be children, and
they only look like fools in doing so. Those
collectors at the conventions tried to be kids
again, but failed; they collected cards, but
added adult-like values to it — like money.
Some collectors struck me as the type who
really didn't care what Reggie Jackson's uniform looked like or that Joe Sparma pitched
for the Tigers in that great year of 1968;
buying and selling baseball cards for them
was no different than buying or selling stock.
That is what spoiledit for me: baseball cards
as a business.
So, I stopped collecting. However, 1 still
like

my

cards.

find myself

of my collection is in a
my bedroom and at times I

Most

dresser drawer in

drawn

to it. I'll open that

drawer

and images pop up from those boxes of cards
as if in need of fresh air. Paul and I zipping
down to Wonder Drugs as fast as we can so 1
can get back in time to finish my chores;
falling over each other in our living room ball
park; marathon trading sessionswith Paul in
which we might exchangefour or five cards
since I was so reluctant to trade anything. I
smile and laugh as I remember how it was
when all I needed to worry about was how
the Tigers were doing in the standings.
Sometimes 1 find myself wanting to re-sort
and put the cards in different boxes, as if
making room for more, and I find myself
feeling the urge to go buy a pack or two, but
that fizzles after a while and I close the
drawer. Maybe I can't be a kid again but I'll
always have my baseballcards.

ELEVEN

Reunions renew

ties

CLASS OF 1959

L to R — Row 1: Charles Skinner, Bill Noorlag, Nancy Huizenga
Noorlag, Loraine Pschigoda, Carol Myers Rupright, Carolyn Zhe Dixon, Bob Saunders, Karen
Saunders" , Jim DeWitt, Kay Keane DeWilt" , Sue Tank" , Bill Brookstra, Fred Leaske, Shirley
Schaafsma Bosch, Jim Van Kuiken" , Susan Graves Van Kuiken, Judy Eastman Faber '61, Jack
Faber, Sue Huizenga Kanis, Tedda DeVries Allen, Vilas Allen, Sally DeWolf Weersing, Helen
Wade Beuker, Marilyn Hansen Cook, Marcia VandeVusse" , David VandeVusse. Isla Van
Eenenaam Ver Meulen
Row 2: Sue Edwards Paarlberg '60, Karen Nyhuis Olson '60. Dick Brockmeicr, Helen Platt
Brockmeier’ , Mary Decker Klaaren '61, Carol Hood" , Tom Miller, Janice Koeman Smith,
Alfred Smith" , Charlotte Wierda Leaske, Carol Hondorp Wagner, Theodore Bosch '56,
Connie Kregor Scott '61, Don Scott, Roberta Boniel Lydon, Herman Kanis" , Karen Hyink
Lokhorst '61, Ron Lokhorst, John Meyer, Kathy Ashe Meyer '61, Arlene Ver Beek" , Harley
Ver Beek, Alyce Proos Doele, Sandy Dressel Ver Beck, Winona Keizer Willing, Mary
Hoffmyer Grier, Ellyn Arendsen Martin, Jan Hansen Vandertoll '60.
Row 3: Edward Westerbeke, Jane Klaasen Westcrbeke, Lois GriffesKortcring '60 and '84,
Edna Hollander TerMolen '60, Art Olson, FrederickBrown, Ethelanne Swets TenPas '60, John
TenPas, Gene Klaaren, John Hood, Marilyn Wassink" , Jerome Wassink, Carf Reisig '58,
Anne DePree Reisig, Jan Wagner '57. Helen Hungerink Koepke, Judy Mulder Vander Wilt,
John Lydon", Mar-Les Exo Williams, Richard Williams" , Barbara Reuss Smith, Shirley
Meiste Houtman, Arthur Bieri '56, Janet Groenewold Bieri, Phyllis Prins Brown '61, Harley
Brown, Russell Yonkers, Carol Brandt Yonkers, Hank Doele '58, Dave Willing" , Phyllis Brink

Bursma '58
Row 4: Gus Feenstra,Barb Feenstra, Vernon Kortering, Larry TerMolen,Don Paarlberg, Nick
banning, Carol VanderMeer Bechtel,Ron Beuker '58, Carl Ver Beek, Al Bursma, Don Knapp
*Hopeite by marriage

CLASS OF 1934

L to R — Row 1: Milton Slagh, Mildred Slagh" , Charles McLean,
Sheila McLean", Julia DenHerder Gray, Ann Jackson Notier, Earl VandenBosch" , Mickey
Essenburg VandenBosch,William Heyns, Rio Stryker Brouwer,Mark Brouwer '35
Row 2: Herbert Van Wyk" , Julia Walvoord Van Wyk, Vivian Behrmann Hartman, Gertrude
Holleman Meengs, Robert Notier '32, Alice White Wiersma, Evelyn Bolhuis Dalman, Lois
Ketel Kinkema, Henry Kinkema '36
Row 3: Henry ten Hoor", Beatrice Visser ten Hoor, Adelaide Dethmers Timmers, Bert
Bossenbroek '32, Hilda banting Bossenbroek, Edith De Young Conley, Howard Dalman '32,
Alfred Bulthuis,Josephine Ayers Oldenburger, Gertrude Van Zee

CLASS

1944

OF
L to R — Row 1; Charles Clover '48, Louise TerBeek Clover '47,
Marian VandeBunte,Vivian TardiffCook, Jean VandeWege, Jane Mary Davis '45, Roy Davis
Lois Hinkamp Boersma, Vernon Boersma
Row 2: Dorothy Wichers Clover, George Clover, Roger Koeppe, Norma Lemmer Koeppe,
Gerard Cook, Robert Barkema '47, Ellen Jane Kooiker Barkema, Delbert VanderHaar,Trudy
Maassen VanderHaar '47

TWELVE

Row 4: Henry Van Raalte, Emma Van Raalte" , Rudolph Frundt, Katherine DeJongh Frundt
Kathryn Fredricks,Estella Karsten, Nora Lee Holland", Albert Holland
Row 5: Mildred Klow Damson '33, Edward Damson, Leonard Steffens,Anne Marie Steffens",
Marie Verduin Walvoord,Pearl Nettinga* , James Nettinga, Lester Kieft, Norma Kieft",
Evelyn Roelofs* , Dennis Roelofs
Row 6: Ike Meyer, Miriam Meyer" , Ferris Hering, Lois Hering" , Harold Ringenoldus, Etta
Ringenoldus"
’Hopeite by marriage
'33,

Row

3: Fritzi Jonkman Sennett, Miriam Siebert Krum '46, Jack Krum, Maurice bang '45,
VirginiaHemmes bang '48

Row 4: Carl Schaftenaar, Irving Hellenga

'43,

Myra

Hellenga. Gloria McClay"

,

Adam

McClay
"Hopeite by marriage
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CLASS OF 1939

R— Row

1: Ruth Warner* , Donald Warner, Clifford Keizer,
Ruth Keizer*, Willine Wybenga* , )ohn Wybenga, Betty Ponstein*, Jacob Ponstein
Welmers '36, Virgil Beld, Isla Stegink Beld '60, Marion Stroberg Nyboer* , Ruth Meppelmk
L to

Vegter

Vegter

Wm

Reidsma, Margaret Laman
n
Row 2: Marian Folkert* , Ruby Carpenter Steketee '41, Willard DeGroot,Barbara Riley
DeGroot*, Thelma Kooiker Leenhouts, Orville Beattie, Mary Jarvis Beattie* Marian
Heerspink Stielstra* , Mary Jane Vaupell Vollink, Andy Nyboer, Vernon Riedsma 53, A1

Row

»

Row5:

Clifford Marcus, Robert Vandenberg,Bettie Wishmeier*,Rod van Leuwen Angeline
Dornbos Donia, Robert Donia, Paul Boyink, Dorothy Boyink* , Heath Goodwin, Alice Munro
Goodwin, Margaret Baron Hartgerink* , Elmer Hartgerink

'Hopeite by marriage
*

3: Jay Folkert, Cornie Steketee,Marjorie Vyverberg Rottschafer,Bruce Stewart*,

CLASS OF 1964

L to

R— Row

Row 3:

Earle

Immink*

.

Marcia Osterink Immink, Kenneth Biel '63 Sandra Daviou Biel, Pat

1: Elbert Watrous Jr..

Nancy Watrous*. Martin
Robert Mackay, Margaret Diephuis Mackay '66, Susan

Sclwltens,Bonnie Wissink Fields,
Mooy, Barbara Freggens O'Brien. Lucille Wood Nagelkirk. Judy Kollen Portinga, Gail
FridfingtonVan Zan'ten,Arnold Van Zantcn* . Linda Walvoord Girard, Betty Slot Riters,
Diane LaBotteffMurray. Audrey Prins Rasmussen,Diana Hellenga Marsilje,Edward Marsilje
Row 2: Mary Van Har'n Nagelvoort, Terry Nagehoort,Alan Robertson, Larry Lemmenes,
Gretchen Hull Lemmenes. Mary Hilbrecht Vollink. John Dryfhout. Joy O'Connor Bachor, Jan
Blom Slump. Sandy Holmen Harz, Ruth DeBoer, Carolyn Church Turkstra, Bruce Turkstra
'65,

Stewart

Gertrude Young
_r j r
*
Row 4: Beatrice Fairbanks Welmers, Esther Bultman Marcus, Bob Wishmeier Floyd Folkert
Jack Leenhouts '38, ]. Oliver Lampen, Pete Stielstra, Andy Vollink '38, Adele Craw , Harold

Mary Finlay Eckert,Marilyn Reed

Boling

__
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__

Ann Knudsen Mitchell,Louise Garter Staple,Mary Klein Kansfield
Row 4: John Burggraaff '62. Jackie Schrotenboer Burggraaff, Sharon Dykstra LeBlanc,
Richard LeBlanc* , Carol Diephouse Rose, Sandra Sissmg Church .Ann Gardner^lo^e'
Barbara Heneveld Visscher,Leanne Ridderhoff Crabbe, Ronald Crabbe , Glenn Van Wieren,
Dave

Shdiip*

"Hopeite by
___

,

_

James DeVries, Al Osman

marriage

_

_

_

__

__

THIRTEEN

CLASS OF 1949

L to R — Row 1: Ted Boeve, Muncie Vande Wege Boeve, Alice
Moolenaar Pyle, Shirley Leslie Dykstra, Barbara VanDyke VandeVJaa,Julianna Schaap
Horton* , Russell Horton, Marvin Kragt, Elizabeth Weaver Kragt, Edgar Chandler* , Carolyn
Ingham Chandler, Joan Sheet Dekker, Marian Holman Agre, Iris VandeBunte Myaard,
Shirley Knol Leslie, Judith Mulder VanZanten
Row 2: Haney Grim Stegeman* , James Stegeman, Don Walchenbach,Elaine Bielefeld
Walchenbach '46, Alfred VandeWaa '47, Wanda Rappoport, Vergil Dykstra, Lois Timmer
Appledorn '51, William Appledorn, Bob Laman, Elaine Holden Lamen* , Theresa Staal, Craig
Van Zanten '50
Row 3: Donald Rinkus, Frances Scholten Rinkus '52, George Zuidema, Joan Houtman
Zuidema*, William DeMeester,Marion Pikaard DeMeester* , Edward Kassig, Betty Kassig*
Jo Ann Moessner Koeppe, Owen Koeppe, Susan Irish Bennett* , Bill Bennett, Betty DeRyke
Besaw, Kenneth Besaw*
,

CLASS OF 1954
Marge

L to

R

— Row 1: Marilyn Forth*, William Forth, Laverne Barkel,
Leonore Fasce Helder, Janet Baird Weisiger '58, Richard

Barkel* , William Helder,

Weisiger

Row

2: Ruth Bloodgood Hascup, Jack Hascup '53, Lois Huizenga,Byron Aldrich, Anne
Finlaw Holmlund, Sue Zwemer Visser, Mary Foster Simons, Francine DeValois Schramm,

Dorothy Webster*,Nevin Webster
Row 3: David Angus, Gartha Angus*, Bob Dethmers, Shirley Finger*

FOURTEEN

,

Helen Van Loo, Ruth

Row 4: Stephen Wise, Barbara Leighton Wise*, Marcia Bareman Weener* , Earl Weener,
Marilyn Schuitema Lampen* , Neil Lampen, Bob Camp* , Irene Heemstra Camp, Betty
Boelkins Boerman, Walter Boerman, Lynne Van Weelden Ihrman '51, Donald Ihrman, John
Arnold
Row 5: Bernard Scott*, Lois DeKleine Scott, John DeHaan, Jr.*, Peggy Prins DeHaan, Bob
VanderLaan,Isabel Bishop VanderLaan* , Lillian Wyngarden Van Slot*, Andrew Van Slot,
Eloise Hinkamp Van Heest '51, Gerard Van Heest, Gwen Lemmen Kraay '48, Russell Kraay
Row 6: Max Boersma '46, Connie Hinga Boersma, Herman Ridder, Lenora DeBoer Ridder
'69, Jay Weener, Jean Wiersma Weener, Ernie Meeusen, Jeri Uppleger Meeusen '48, Ann
Dykstra, Bill Dykstra, Amy Koning Kleinschmit, Bob Kleinschmit
Row 7: Jack French*, Marjorie Lucking French '48, David Hoogerhyde, Carol Hoogerhyde*
'Hopeite by marriage

Haadsma Martin '56, Jeananne Bondhouse Thomas, Elaine Ford

Coffill, Richard Coffill,

Nancie Cprpenter Lubbers, Donald Lubbers, Joyce Bierens French, O. Nathan French*
Row 4: Dolly Bechberger Meeuwsen, Anne Veenstra* , Edwin Martin, Jane VanderVelde
Smith, Neil Van Heest '52, Mary Lou Richards Van Heest, Terry Schuiling* , Richard Steiner
Row 5: Larry Veenstra, Ruth Benes Roundhouse*, John Roundhouse,Merilyn Kalee, Jack
Kalee, Larry Smith* , Alice Klepper Jansma '55, Don Jansma, Robert Visser, Norm Schuiling
’Hopeite by marriage
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WM
CLASS OF 1969

R— Row

1: Vicki Whitfield Delmar, jane Engelsman Van
Dyke, Cyndie Bache, Gail Peelle Kiracofe,Nicole Gerow Finney, Gail Bumford Paterik '68,
Linda Larkin Laetz, Rich Herbig, Leslie Nienhuis Herbig, Jim Slager, Linda Plaggemars
Slager* , David Van Heest, Dave Ross, Linda DenBesten Jones '68, Alan Jones
Row 2: Ward Weiss\ Diana Williams Weiss, Miriam Butterfield Johnston, Suzette Luckhardt
Schwab, Pamela Fulton McLaughlin,Barbara Timmer, Rick Vandenberg, Mary Browning
Vandenberg, Susan O'Riordan*,Michael O'Riordan, Christy Zuverink Vanderhill,Coert
Vanderhill,Susan Bosnian Formsma, Bruce Formsma, Carol Pearce McGeehan '70, George
L to

Row

3: Janine Van WitzenburgMilner, Marti Terpstra, Cara HendricksonPaplawsky, Janet
Spooner Kamm '70, Harold Kamm, James Foster '71, Janice Hennicken Foster, Candace Man,
Tim Crandall, Lynda Brown Crandall, MaryaliceWalker Barlow, Kathy Mulder Parker, Dee
Dee Gunther Piers '71, James Piers, Mary Rynbrandt Zwart, Jerry Zwart '67
Row 4: Pete Paplawsky,Cliff Mulvihill,Kathy Mulvihill* , Dave Paterik,Bob Claver, Liz
Clover*, Harold Lay '68, Gini Fraser Lay, Peg McNamara Luidens, Don Luidens, Ken

Schroeder, Ron Hook
'Hopeite by marriage

McGeehan, Lynn Koop Arwady, George Arwady

Distinguished alumni lineup rewarded

Eight Distinguished Alumni Awards highlighted the Alumni Day dinner on May 5. Vice
Presidentfor Development Robert DeYoung presented to five former Alumni Association
presidentswhose leadership resultedin new levels of alumni giving which was recognized last
spring in competition coordinated by the Council for the Advancement and Support of
Education: Jack Hascitp '53, Elsie Parsons '46 Lamb. Warren Kane '57, John Ver Steeg '65 and

Retiring Alumni Association President Marge French presented to Paul Fried 46, retiring
professorof history: George Anvady '69, editor and publisher of The Muskegon Chronicle;
and Richard J. Kruizenga,' vice presidentfor corporate planning of the Exxon Corporation.

Marjorie Lucking '48 French.
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The
of

call

the

swamp
by Eileen Beyer

"We leave at 1:30 in the morning and
drive up north, near Marion. We get to their
breeding ground before dawn and slurp down
a cup of coffee with a sandwich. Or a cookie.
"The blinds are out maybe 100 yards and
we walk to them. What we're doing now is
experiencing the dawn. Before it starts to get
light, you can hear the courtship flight of the
snipe — it's an aerial display and their tail
feathersmake a whirring sound so you hear
this 'pissssssh,' but you can't see them, it's
too dark.
"A little bit later you start to hear the
Savannah sparrows — an insect-like buzz — and
you're picking up all the sounds of dawn
before you can actuallysee it.
"And then, finally, you get the sound of
the prairie chickens — this low booming that
comes from the resonating chambers off their
throats. It sounds like blowing over a Coke
bottle. Or like an oboe.
"Finally,your eyes start playing tricks on
you and your pupils are big and you start to
see a little movement. And it develops until
you're able to say for sure, 'Aaaah, there's a
chicken,'but you still can't really make it
out.

"Then finally you see them, along with
American bitterns, marsh hawks, short-eared
owls.

"We watch them all and observe the behavior of the chickens. And then we go into
Marion for one of the world's best breakfasts
and get back in time for the 11:30 a.m.
class."

Eldon Greij is describingone of several
makes most years with his
ornithology classes. As is always the case
when he talks about birding, there's so much
drama and high adventure flutteringthrough
his anecdotes that a non-birder almost blots
from mind questions about what must surely
be long waits between events, about what
must surely be numbing, the cold of early
field trips he

morning.
But the teller,a

Greij discoversan eight-egg gallimtleclutch in Holland's marsh. Last year the American Ornithological Union decided
the common gallinule should now be known as the Common Moorhen. Greij objectsbecause a marsh is not a moor and besides, as this nest
evidences,not all gallinulesare female. Photo by Louis Schakel.

member of

Hope's biology

insists that there'sno

speciousness in the recounting. It's easy to
fall in love with birding,he maintains.
"First of all, birds are just innately interestingbecause they're so conspicuous compared to most animals. And they're graceful
and many of them are just plain beautiful.
And so they captivate.
"You find people who love insects or salamanders or frogs or toads or mammals, but
most people don't see them; you study them
by indirect means, by trapping. In contrast,
birds are so abundant."
The fact that bird-watching is a portable
hobby which requires littlejn the way of
expensive paraphernalia pretty much ties the
knot of affectionfor most people.
"Some .call birding the fastest growing
family sport," Greij notes.
Like most bird lovers, Greij has his excesses."Driving with him when there are
birds around can be dangerous. Ask him
about the time he knocked two side mirrors
off one van," informs a colleague.But at least
he doesn't do bird calls. And, unlike some,
he's not about to quibble over the semantic

Robin versus robin.
mixed company, he's always assumed

issue of
In

easier to be loved as a bird-loverthan as a
dues-paying member of the American OrnithologicalUnion.

it's

may

be easy to appreciatebirds and birdlovers, but it's somewhat more difficult to
have affectionfor a swamp. That's what Greij
has been asking students to do for the past 11
springs and summers as, decked out with hipwaders (likely leaky) and canoes, they mined
230 acres of muck to find out about the sex
life of a swamp bird whose very name suggests ignobijity:the common gallinule.
But Greij and his students'purpose was
more lofty than it seems at first glance. The
common gallinule, a dark-feathered rail with
a surprising,stand-out flash of red and yellow
at beak, has been understudied despite the
fact that it can be found on all continents
except Australia.When Greij discovered great
numbers of them migrating to Holland's
back-door swamp (bounded by such local
landmarksas Windmill Island, the old Riverview Stadium and Thrifty Acres) to breed,
there were few questions of focus. The idea
was to observe as much as possibleof the
breeding biology of the bird.
Eleven years and 31 students later, blessed
by the backing of the National Science Foundation,Greij and his swampcombers have
compiled records on virtually every aspect of
the gallinules' production of young — clutch
It

departmentsince 1962,
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size, incubation period, number of clutches
per season, intervalsbetween nest attempts,
disbursement of the young. Even the most
basic fact of how to tell a male from a female
in this sexually monomorphic species was
determined by thoroughly measuringand
weighing specimens before making a surgical
determination of sex; after several years, a
data base was establishedand Greij now can
determine a gallinule's sex with high accuracy
on the basis of size only (males are larger,
weighing approximately 100 grams more than
females).
Well in excess of- 300 pairs of gallinules
have been observed, about 400 adults and
1.000 day-old chicks have been banded, and at
least 400 birds trapped and measured.About
2.000 eggs have hatched under the watchful
eyes of the Hope researchers.The result is
one of the best marked populations of birds of
this type and tremendousamounts of data
which Greij is beginning to correlate and
ready for publication.
"Trying to study a population of birds in a
marsh as large as ours requires a great deal of
work. It's done mostly by walking on a softbottom where you can sink in with each step
and frequently are up to your thighs in the
dense areas," he notes.
Despite the discomforts,Greij managed to
keep the sense of adventure alive for students — and, in so doing, hoist a good number
of them on to careers in ornithology, ecology

and other areas of biology.
One such up-from-the-swampsuccess story
is Ann Rypstra '75, now a professor in the
zoology department of Miami University in
Ohio, who spent three summers on the project. She remembers as high point her development of what came to be known as "the
sneak technique" for trapping, an alternative
to the wilder method of charging with the
canoe to force trap entry. She also remembers
trying to make it back to shore during a
storm in a motor boat with a konked-out
motor and only one oar, cracked (the canoe
had been borrowed by another department),
while Greij's voice on shore called out, a la
"Captains Courageous,"her name to the
wind.
Rypstra studied birds in Africa while a
graduate student at Pennsylvania State University. Research into birds' foraging habits
brought spidersinto view and she later concentrated her research on them, eventually
doing field studies in South America.
"Greij has a special interest in his students
and he likes to see them succeed," says Paul
van Faasen, a longtime colleague in the biology department. "A number of his students
have gone on to do good things and several
are quite well known. Next to Jim Gentile.
Greij probably has more students out there
working in biology than anyone else in the
.

department."

Among

these proteges are: Mary Wissink
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'73 George, Ph.D., a facultymember at the

Universityof Idaho who's researching hummingbirds; Bill Wolters 75, Ph.D., a fishery
biologist at Louisiana State University; Dave
Bruggers 73, a doctoralcandidate at the University of Minnesotawho's studying the social behavior of ravens; Nick Rodenhouse 75,
a doctoralcandidate at Dartmouth who's researching food competition in migratory
songbirds; Don Batema 74, a doctoralcandidate at the University of Missouri who's
doing an ecological study of upland forest and
marsh habitats; and Paul Bosch '81, a doctoral
candidateat Ohio State University who's
studying the South American camel, the
vicuna.
Much of Greij's popularity surely nests in
what Rypstra points to: his ability to be
entertainingas well as informative.Some of
it also came — and can go — with the times.
"I think we went through a time in the
early 1970s when people were very eco-minded. That's when students who took my
human ecology course said it ought to be
required of all students because the issues it
raised were so important to society. A lot of
students took my courses then because they
were interested; a lot took them because of an
interest that was faddish.Now there is less
enrollment, but the interest seems very
sincere."
In a decade when biologists make headlines
with recombinant DNA and in vitro fertilization, when AIDS flaunts its viral mysteries
and cancer still stomps about cureless, why
spend 11 years watching one kind of bird in
one very small corner of earth's ooze zone?
"You have to realize that biology is a very
broad discipline that includes such basic areas
as anatomy, physiology and ecology," Greij
responds. "An understanding of natural systems requiressome understanding of the species that make up those systems.
"While some areas have much greater utility for applied purposes, you still have basic
areas of research that are very necessary to

keep contributingto the whole picture.
"At some point one has to realize that the
building of a body of knowledge in any discipline requiresexamination of all aspectsof a
discipline. If people from the beginning of
time had been only concerned with those
things that help man, I think we would have
some very skewed information and what we
know would be very patchy."
The pure point made, Greij postscripts that
gallinules are a kind of canary tester of
marshes, one of the last species to leave a
threatened environment.Because marshes
play an important role in the removal of
nutrientswhich can wreck havoc as bluegreen algae in lakes and other downstream
waters and because gallinules are indicators of
how successfula marsh is as a wildlife habitat, Greij's study can be placed in a context
which has applicationto human well-being.
Greij's years in the marsh also serve to
underscore the interrelatedness
of natural
phenomena. A short hailstorm late one afternoon in 1974 cut gallinule egg production for
the year in half; low water in 1977 left the
nests vulnerable to opportunisticraccoons and
other predators;another year of low water
caused the birds to leave the high areas, a
move that proved disastrouswhen 11 inches
of rain fell one Friday, resultingin only four
successfulnests that season.
What makes for a good habitat?Why do
some birds double-brood in a season? Why do
some birds never bring off a successfulnest?
These are some of the questions,not entirely
answered, whjch Greij's 11-year study
addressed.
This spring,beginning in mid-April, the
gallinules again began arriving.For the first
time in many seasons, Greij can't tell you
precisely where they're building their cattail
nests and tending their clutches.But he assumes it's business as usual in the marsh, and
after 11 years of birding there he has a much
clearer idea of what that is. And no less an
appreciationfor the adventure of watching it.

A tweet-talking guy
by Laurie

J.

Brown

many

claims to fame

is

that he was featured

in the 1981 Ripley's Believe It or Not, for

Why do birds sing? A simple question, but
the answer is complicated. Birdsongs may be
Mother Nature's spring Muzak to most, but
Donald Kroodsma '68 can't hear them without perking his ears. Kroodsma, a professor at
the University of Massachusetts zoology department in Amherst for the past four years,
has an internationalreputation as a birdsong

bringing to light the brown thrasher'srepertoire of 2,400 distinctly different songs.
The birdsong expert has published 40 articles on his findingsof birdsongs and has coedited a two-volumed book on birds called
Acoustic Communication In Birds.
"It fascinates me how these little brains of
a bird control such complex vocalization,"he

expert.

says.

His melodic study has discovered that even
a simple brown thrasher can sing as many as
2,000 songs. Kroodsma amplifies the standard
"tweet-tweet" definitionof a birdsong into
"a one-to-three second flourishseparated
from the next by a pause."
Kroodsma'sinterest in songbirds was spurred after being "driven from the lab," he
said, as a chemistry major. His senior-year
project in vertebratezoology clinched it as he
studied birds in the marshes of Windmill
Island at 6:00 a.m. with his later-to-be-wife
Melissa. Hope professor and ornithology expert Eldon Greij speculatesthat it was "love
in the muck."

While working at the Michigan Field StaOregon State Uni-

tion for graduate school at

versity he learned to identifybirds by their

songs. This, he said, "sowed the seeds" for
his present research in birdsongs.
The zoology professor uses a special machine called a senograph to graph taperecorded songs of birds around his home and
on the UMass campus. The senographmakes
note of frequency, intensityand duration of
sounds. Kroodsma'scomplex study also involves many long hours of pouring over
graphs, banding baby birds, and observing
adults and their singing patterns.
Why do birds sing? Kroodsma concludes
there are two reasons. Males learn to sing to
attract females, and to announce their territorial limits. Birds as babies begin with
babbling sounds, he says, stringing together
several fragments of various songs before
they reach adult song. One of Kroodsma's
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Just

how do birds sing? Kroodsma explains

that birds have two voice boxes; "Literally, a
bird can sing it's

own duet." He notes the

bird's brain is hemispherically controlled;

dominatesthe right side.
His favorite birdsong is that of the winter
wren. "It has several dialects and they are
very intricate. You can't appreciatethem until
you slow down the song."
The song he finds most aesthetically pleasing is the wood thrush. "They use the two
voice boxes which sounds very musical."
Kroodsma'sspecialty and favorite bird is
the wren. Wrens can sing 100 to 200 different songs. Inconspicuous in color, the wren
sustainsthe most colorfulrepertoire, he said.
As a zoologist, he realizes that there are
many baffling questions in the avian world
that are yet to be answered. For example.
West Coast wrens have as many as 30 difficult songs while the East Coast wrens have
only two or three. Likewise, East Coast marsh
wrens have 50 complex songs while their
brother Californiamales have 150 melodies.
Presently,Kroodsma is studying environmental effects on 75 various songbirds. By
regulatinglight to young songbirds and creating controlleddays, he can conclude how
various hatching stages affect the sounds and
songs of the young. Birds on 15-hour days,
for instance,thinking it is mid-June, sing
long and lustily.
"It is a challenge to try and satisfy my
mental curiosity as well as others'curiosity
about birds."
thus, the left side
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Joyce Muilenburg ’49 Bender’s “Bed
and Breakfast”
31 Chapel Street, Elba, H.Y. 14058
(Four miles north of Exit 48 on the

HYS

Thruway #90)
(716)757-9326
"Bed and Breakfast,$25 double, $20 single. Twenty miles
from the large amusement center,Darien Lake Fun County;
50 miles from Niagara Falls and Letchworth Park, 30 miles
from Buffalo and Rochester."

Holly’s

This

summer

circle of

Hope

is

your chance

friends,

your travels within the

expand your
provided you plan
to

Hope Hospitality

Network.

French Houseparty Cruises by

MTA

Travel

200 E. Ontario
Chicago, III. 60611
Contact: Louise Marsilje '61

Leestma

(312)944-2779
our past two issues, we asked readers in
the business of serving people’s leisure to
In

tell

us about their hospitality businesses.

Since the editor’s request for an extended
vacation to check each spot out firsthand

was denied, we advertise these businesses
with no

recommendations other than our

alumni director’s assurance that the nicest
people in the world run them.
Several respondents have offered to prove

Hope spirit by offering discounts to
visitors who present the coupon on this
their

page.
So, find your scissors, your suitcases and
sunglasses and keep an eye out for the

Hope welcome mats ahead.

"Our barge VIOS is a 75 ft. Dutch Klipperaak which has
been outfitted as a deluxe passenger barge for charter to
parties of two-six passengers. In summer 1984, she will
operate on France's southern Canal du Midi (between
Toulouse and Beziers)and through the Rhone Valley up to
Strasbourg. She is skippered by BritishMike Ripper who
has been barging on the continent since 1971 and is one of
Europe's most experienced and knowledgeablewaterway
captains.Mike's wife, Jane, and two other crew members
pamper guests with Cordon Bleu cuisine including local
wines, early morning coffee in the cabins, personal laundry
service and other special amenities traditionally found in
Europe's finest small inns. Barging is the relaxing refreshing
way to discover French France! Weekly all-inclusive rates
begin at $2600 (for two) to $6100 (for six)."
Discount: 10% for Hope alums

"Granlibakken, with a capacity for up to 200 participantsis
you with a
number of conference room configurationsto fit the need of
your particular seminar. Our site has been used by many
state associationssuch as the Data Processors,Planning
Commissioners,University of Californiaat Davis, also the
American Heart Association as well as leading industrial
companiessuch as Hewlett-Packard, IBM, etc.
"Our brochure gives you details of our daily rates, double
single occupancy. The rates include room and three excellent
meals a day. For a two-night stay or longer, the Granlibakken ManagementCompany, Ltd., is happy to host for your
group a free cocktail hour on the evening of your choice.
"Rooms are also available on a hotel basis. This is a perfect
locationfor a family vacation,winter or summer. Winter we
are close to Alpine Meadow, Squaw Valley and a host of
other ski areas. Summers we have all types of water
activities on Lake Tahoe as well as hiking in the mountains
or river rafting."
Discount: 10% with coupon on weekdays on!y> Monday-Thursdaynights; holidays not included

&

(616)392-7479
"Black River Gallery is a co-operativegallery run by the
artists. It is four years old and the only permanent sales
galleryin the Holland area. Nineteen artists are represented.
Downtown main street location, street level. Wide variety of
arts & crafts, e.g., abstract& representational,
functional
ceramics & sculpture,wood work, stained glass and fibers,
etc. The following alumni artists are represented: Dennis
DeWitt '63, Ralph Schroeder '70, Sarah Saddler '83, Margo
Naber '68 Vanderhill, Rein Vanderhill '67, Paula VanderWall '79.''

Beacon Restaurant
709 S. Beacon Blvd.
Grand Haven, Mich. 49417
1

and

(20 miles north of Holland on CIS 31

Robbins Road, by first traffic light in Grand
Haven)
Contact Edward Knoll
(616)842-4390
"Open 6 a.m.-ll p.m. Monday thru Saturday. Complete
menu, kids menu too."

breakfast, lunch and dinner

•

Fikse-Janke Cottages
(Midway between Traverse City and
Petoskey, Mich., on East Torch Lake Drive)
Contact John Fikse '55
501 Lake Ave.
Grand Haven, Mich. 49417
(616)842-6711
"Summer & Fall rental cottages.Torch Lake, Antrim
County, Michigan.Since 1969 on the shore of the world's
cleanestand most beautiful inland lake."
Discount: 10% with coupon thru Aug. 31; 20% after
Sept. 1.
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I

read

__

"This nautically-themed restaurantis one of severalpremier
restaurantsowned and operated by Holly's Incorporated.
The tables overlooking the river are in high demand in the
summertime and reservationsare highly recommended.
The Landing is a favorite meeting place for businessmenat
lunch. Dinner is a real special event, whether you order one
of our special 'Build Your Own Dinner' combinations or one
of the Landing's seafood specialties or a perfectly broiled
steak. For those interestedin spirits, the Landing's Pour
Excuse Lounge offers Pour Excuse Happy Hours."

Lakeshore General Store Ice Cream
Gift

&

Shoppe

17217 Riley
Holland, Mich. 49423
(Comer of Lakeshore Drive and Riley
Street)

Contact Nancy Norgrove '83 Van

Eenenaam
(616)399-9099

Granlibakken at Lake Tahoe
Box 6320
Tahoe City, Calif. 95730
(Interstate 180 or 150 to Tahoe City, on the
north shore of Lake Tahoe, 3/4 mile south
of Tahoe City just off of state highway 89)
Contact: Henk 52 or Bill 54 Parson
(916)583-4242

P.O.

a well developed conference center, providing

Black River Gallery
213 S. River Ave.
Holland, Mich. 49423

Landing

1134 North Niagara
Saginaw, Mich. 48602
(on the west bank of the Saginaw River
across from downtown Saginaw)
Contact Clark Goding '81
(517)754-4461

"Our business is the old 'Kitchen Kupboard.' Three years
ago my husband, John, and I spent one summer restoring
the building to turn it into a successfulbusiness. We sell
gifts, ice cream. Our specialty is the 'turtle sundae.' We also
sell Hudsonville Ice Cream. We are the only ice cream
shoppe in town to sell both hard and soft ice cream. We are
close to Tunnel Park and the beaches, so we also sell picnic
supplies, hot dogs and hamburgers.We are proud of our
business and all the hard work we have put into it. We are
also very proud of our best customers: the young people
and staff of Camp Geneva. Our store is clean, there are
benches and a picnic table outside and tables and a lunch bar
inside. There is nothing like a hot turtle sundae and a stroll
on the beach!"
Discount:15% with coupon

The American University Office of
Facilities Management

4400 Massachusetts Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
(at the intersection of Nebraska and
Massachusetts Avenues, N.W.)

Lana Bian '82
(202)686-2697

Contact:

"The Office of FacilitiesManagementat The American
University provides housing, meeting, and dining facilities
for individualsor groups attending conferences in the Washington area during the summer months."

_
_
_
__
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alumni at "The Stadium Club" of the Meadowlands
Sports Complex. More than 140 alumni,parents
and friends enjoyeddinner and saw the new Hope
film "Legacies." Meetings followed in Philadelphia
and Washington, D.C. Fran Hooper '71 of the
Washington Club helped arrange the Philadelphia
meeting.Vice President Bob De Young and Director of Development John Nordstrom represented

alumni beat
by

Vem

Schipper

"A Gathering/'"The Art Event," "Coffeehouse," "Ad Hoc Committee"— all of these and

many

the college.
A new regional meeting is being held in St.

other words describe a new and exciting

event plannedfor the weekend of June 29, 30 and

May

July 1. It's the assembling of graduates of the 60's

Louis on

and 70's for a special campus weekend originated by
Rich Williams'75, plannedby the "Ad Hoc Committee," including Hope faculty.
Starting with dinner dance on Friday eveningand
culminating with a specialworship in the Pine
Grove under the leadership of former ChaplainBill
Hillegonds on Sunday morning, it promisesto be a
weekend of renewed friendships and great fun.
Invitationletters and reservation forms have been

'75 Hill, it brings together members of our

sent out to a list of persons given to the

Southwest Michigan and northernIndiana alumni will meet on June 23, in the historicStudebaker

Mansion in South Bend. Set aside the date today
and be prepared for a great eveningwith the Hope
family. Wisconsinalumni, parents and friends,
please reserve Saturday, July 21, for an exciting day
at Green Lake in the heart of Wisconsin's vacation
land. Doris De Young and, Alice Pyle have planned
an event that includes a boat trip, fishing,swimming and a host of activities during the afternoon.

Alumni

and are interested,please contact us. The committee

We

gather for an early dinner.
The Alumni Board met under President Marjorie

anxious to hear from you. They have done a

terrific job

of planning this event for you.
Alumni Day 1984 was most successful.More

night and Saturdaywith the Alumni Banquet at-

completed. Final approval is scheduled for the fall

meeting in October with submissionto the annual
meeting in the spring of 1985. It's another forward
step for our Alumni Association and provides for
broader participationfrom the regions and for
younger alumni. The Board again encouragesalumni to submit the names of worthy candidates for
the Distinguished Alumni Award.

of 1984

graduates.
Three regional meetingswere completedin the
east in April. Ian Baird Weisiger'58 and Kay
Neevel Brown '82 arranged a very unusual meeting
for

reunion chairper-

Long Island,New York City and north Jersey

tinguished Service Award from the Advocatesfor

class notes
Class notes and other alumni information sections
in news from Hope College are compiledby Marjory Graves of the alumni office. Deadline for receiving items for the next issue is July 15.
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since 1977.

Harold Dykstra '49 has retiredafter 14 years as
pastor of the Presbyterian Community Churches in
Reserve, Glenwood, Datil and Quemado.Harold
was possibly one of the last of the circuit-riding
preachers of the West.

'50s
Mary Breid '50,

retiredemeritus professor of

health and physical education from Lock Haven
University, moved to BluewaterBay Resort at Nic-

Mary is enjoying golf and tennis.
Evelyn Smallegan '50 is a co-recipientof the
annual state-wide "OutstandingSpecial Needs Educator" award given by the Michigan Occupational
Special Needs Association. Evie has coordinated
Zeeland(Mich.) High School's specialneeds program for 10 years.
Willard DePree '50, director of management operations for the United Nations' Department of State
and a former ambassador to Mozambique, gave the
keynoteaddress for Hope College's annual Model
United Nations.
Robert De Young '50 and his son, Robert Jr. '78
work in their family run business, Fulton Foods.
eville, Fla.

Gerrit

Klomp

'51 will retire as principalof

years teaching Latin and speech and retired18

district in

years ago.

Howard Newton

reformedchurch in Closter. This is his seventh
church since "retirement." Bamerd is going to
Japan in June to deliver a communication sermon at
the Christian Communication Center in Tokyo.
Laveme VanderHill '29 is president of the Outreach Council of Pike County, an arm of the
churches serving the poor and underprivileged of
that depressed area of southernOhio.

_

Chamber of Commerce.
Dale Van Lente '46 is the president of the Holland
(Mich.) Economic Development Corporation.
Kenneth J. Weller '48 has been electedchairperson of the Division III subcommitteeof the NCAA
President'sCommission. Ken is president of Central
College in Pella, Iowa, and has been active in the

Lakewood High School after 25 years with the

about appointmentsand promotions, experiences that have been meaningfulto you, honors that have

_

Appropriate Education at the Oak Harbor (Wash.)

ored by Cadillac (Mich.) High school. He spent 44

Bamerd Luben

Name

Dis-

Robert Sr.'s father started the business in 1913.
recently hon-

Please use the space below for news that you'd like to communicate to your fellow Hopeites. Tell us

come your way, travels,hobbies, or ideas that you think are worth sharing with others. This form
should also be used to inform us of marriages, births, and advanced degrees. If you have recently been
featured in a local newspaper or other publication,please attach clippings.

Wezeman received the

Frieda Grote '45

'20s

news about Hopeites

in Washington,D C. in June.

programs.These persons gave the needed
leadership and assured our Alumni Day of success.
Already plans for the fall HomecomingWeekend
are underway. The H-Club Board has met and a
noon luncheon for October 20 is set. Class reunions
for the 5- and 10-year classeswill begin at 9 a.m.
on the 20th. The class of 1974 is co-chaired by
Sharon Meengs Schrotenboerand Cathy Walchenbach Koop and the Class of 1979 by Harold and
Donna Baird Delhagen. Each group will be meeting
during the summer months to plan a gathering for
these 5- and 10-year classes.
I join the Alumni Board in expressing appreciation to the more than 300 Hope alumni who have
assistedour admissions staff by making personal
contacts with students accepted to Hope. The enrollment picture for fall is bright and these persons
have made a significantdifference.
Remember, our summer golf outing is set for
July 17 at the Holland Country Club. Chairperson
Tim Hillegonds promisesthis will be the "best
ever." Make your plans to be in Holland to meet
your Hope friends.
class

LuckingFrench's leadership during Alumni Day/
constitution and a
set of bylaws for the Alumni Association has been

tracting650. It was great to have such a large
turnout on a beautiful weekend. It was amazing to

many alumni are parents

will

all

Commencement weekend. A new

than 500 alumni participatedin reunions on Friday

see how

Hope

family for the first time in this location.

Office by the committee.If you did not receive one
is

14. Chairedby Cheryl '77 and Lester

A specialword of thanks to

sons and committeesfor planning excellent reunion

'26 is the interim pastor in a

'30s
Stuart Gross '36 has written several books: Indi-

& Pines, Saginaw: A History of the land
and the People, Trouble at the Grass Roots, and
The Stolen Christmas Tree. Stu's play "Let's Have
Lunch Sometime," a comedy about retirement and
its effects on a husband and wife, will be presented
at the Red Barn Theatrein Saugatuck, Mich.,
ans, Jacks

June.

the district for 33 years, the past 12 as chief
administrator.

Randall VandeWater '52 won first place in the
division for papers with 15,000-35,000
circulationin the 1983 Michigan Associated Press
EditorialAssociation news writing awards.
Jack Hascup '53 represented Hope College at the
inauguration of the new president of Princeton
Theological Seminary.
Arend Lubbers '53, president of Grand Valley
State College, has been named to the newly formed
NCAA President'sCommission.
Harvey Lugten '54 will retire as superintendent of
Byron Center school distrirt in June. Harvey served
editorial

the district for 23 years.

James Baker '57

startingJune 13.

'51 is the senior minister at

Mary Taylor Memorial MethodistChurch in
Milford, Conn.
Ted Rycenga '51 will retire as superintendent of
Spring Lake School district on June 30. Ted served

is a clinical

professor of pathology

at the University of California Medical School at

'40s

Send

to:

College Relations,Hope College, Holland, Michigan 49423
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Grace Toren '40 retiredfrom the Chicago Public
System. Grace taught various grades and served as
an assistantprincipal.
Donald '41 and Dorothy Zimmerman '41
Kramer celebrated their 42nd wedding anniversary
in March. Dorothy suffered two strokes in 1982 but
continues to improve.
Blaise Levai '42 is the president of the Lee County
Missionin Ft. Myers. Fla.
Robert Fopma '42 retiredfrom the University of
Cincinnati in September.Robert and his wife are
now associatesin renewal and equipping from College Hill Presbyterian Church in Cincinnati, Ohio.
They lead officer retreatsand lay renewals to Presbyterian and Reformed churches.
John Muller '42 is the pastor of the Presbyterian
Church of Swan Hill, Victoria,Australia. |ohn will
continue as a world mission associateof the RCA.
Delbert Vander Haar '44 will participatein the
National Leadership Forum on Family Well-Being

Irvine.

Richard Rhem '57 has been on a sabbaticalleave
from Christ Community Church in Spring Lake,
Mich. During May and June he will be at the
University of Leiden in the Netherlands.

Jack Walchenbach'57 is the pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church in DeLand, Fla.
Everett Nienhouse'58, professor of chemistryand
forensic science at Ferris State College, is the recipient

of a Michigan Association of Governing Boards

of Colleges and Universitiesaward. Ev was recognized for his "outstanding contributions to chemical

and forensicscience education which have served to
stimulate and inspire the many students whom he
has taught."

Aileen McGoldrick'58 Redeker spoke on child
abuse at the Tri-CitiesChurch Ministries Forum
monthly luncheon in Grand Haven, Mich. Aileen
spoke as a team representativeof (SCAN) Suspect
Child Abuse, Neglect.
William Bogart '59 is the mayor of the Borough
of Blossburg, Pa.

NINETEEN

John Meyer '59 is active in his local sailingclub
and a member of a sailingracing group with his
daughter, Janet.

Two new books have been

First

Birthday.

by

publisher. Private Places, Private Things and

a

Who

Is

accepted

A Stranger and What Should I Do? Linda

has also had recent poems appearing and forthcoming in Nimrod, Mississippi Valley Review,and

'60s

Cottonwood Review.
Marshall Elzinga '60 was a symposium speaker on Jim Ceton '64 is a medical doctor with Sudan
"Myosin Structure" at the International Physiology InteriorMissionin Niger, West Africa.
Congress in Sydney, Australia last September.
Christopher Knecht '65 works for an insurance
Diane Sluyler'60 Wells is an instructorof readagency in Cochrane,Wis.
ing at Kishwaukce Junior College. Diane is on the
William Barger '66 is the senior pastor of First
Board of Kishwaukee Community Orchestra and
Presbyterian Church of Harlan, Ky.
still playing cello.
Nancy Erickson '67 is the faculty advisor for
Carl Vermeulen '61 was awarded the Grace J.
single parents on campus at Ohio State. Nancy has
Blank TeachingPrize in Microbiologyfrom the
started a project to establish low-income housing
departmentof biology at the College of William
for students who are single parents.
and Mary. This summer Carl will be doing research Lois Dykema '67 Heindl is a licensed funeral
on the mechanisms of hemolyticbacterialinfections director.Lois is also the choir directorat St. John's
at the Walter Reed Army Instituteof Research near
LutheranChurch in Phillips, Wis.
Washington, D.C.
Mary Pat Russell '67 Kershen traded her baton as
Katherine Ashe '61 Meyer teaches full day kina music teacher for the world of computers.She is
dergarten at a Catholic school in Douglaston,N.Y.
administrative coordinator of educational data proDonna Davis '63 resigned as the directorof the
cessing for the Massapequa Public Schools on Long
Senior Center Program at the Jewish Community
Island,N.Y. Mary Pat still enjoys cello playing
Center in Tampa, Fla. Donna is now in real estate
with the Massapequa PhilharmonicOrchestra.
working for Merrill Lynch Realty Office.
Jack Schrier '66 is vice president of Trade Banking
Robert Hoekman '63 is chief of surgery at Twelve
Division of BankersTrust Co. of New York.
Oaks Hospital in Houston, Texas, is on the teaching John Mulder '67, president of LouisvillePresstaff at the University of Texas and Baylor College
byterian Theological Seminary, was awarded an
of Medicine in Orthopedicsurgery.
honorary Doctor of Divinity degree from SouthJerry Schneider '63 has a log home business in
western at Memphis College in Tennessee.
Holland, Mich.
Clinton Blood '68 is a specialagent for NorthLinda Walvoord '64 Girard has had one book
western Mutual Life Insurance Company. Clinton
published entitled.You Were Born on Your Very
completedthe courseworkfor the CharteredLife

Alumni Opus /Alumni

Invitational Art

Recognition of alumni talents and achievements
and literary arts

Show

in the visual

— competition in all forms of the visual arts and creative writing
— presentation of selected works in the first alumni invitational show
in the Hope College De Free Center Gallery and in a special insert to
news from Hope College
— sponsored by the Office of College Relations and the department of
art

Underwriterdesignation.
Daniel Krueger '68 is the chairman of the Holland
(Mich.)

Community Hospital

Board of Trustees.

Bill Klebe '69 is a field operations coordinator for

Wendy's International in Harrisburg, Pa.
Judy Munro '69 Klebe is a family resource coordinator for Shippensburg(Pa.) Head Start program.
Lee Vandewall'69 is the northeast regional manager for Koch-Multivacin Hingham, Mass.

—

Correction
Neil Clark '75 is the dean of admissions at Newberry (S>C.) College.

Mary Lou Bogemol '70 is on

the Alumni Board of

Directors of Grand Rapids (Mich.) Junior College.
Charles Hall '70 is vice president and senior trust
of Hamilton Bank in Lancaster, Pa.
Charles Van Engen '70 has been appointed professorof missions and evangelismat Western TheologicalSeminary. Charles will not begin his
teaching duties until the fall of 1985 because of
commitments to the National Presbyterian Church
of Mexico in Chiapas, where he has served as a
missionary of the Reformed Church since 1973.
Kirk Brink '71 is on the counseling staff at Spring
Lake Wesleyan Center for Christian Counselingand
is in private practicein Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jane Selfridge-Fochlman '71, formerly a high
school English teacher, is an "at-home" mom.
Linda Provo '71 Fulton is a production geologist
in the field studies group of Exxon Company in
Midland,Texas.
James Koert '71 is the directorof corporate marketing for Cardiac Pacemakers,Inc. in St. Paul,
Minn.
John Norden '71 is the vice president of the
Michigan School CounselorsAssociation Board of
officer

Directors.

Jim Maatman '71 is the new mayor of Lowell,
Mich.
Terri Otte '71 is supervisorof the word processing section at Sargent & Lundy, a Chicagobased engineering firm.
Judith Hine '71 Strom is a third grade teacher in
Florence, Az.
Margaret Beretz '72 has been appointed secretary
for evangelismfor the United Church of Christ's
Division of Evangelismand Church Extension,
United Church Board for Homeland Ministries.
Janet Wickens '72 De Young is a marriageand
family counselor for Lutheran Social Service in
Sioux City, Iowa.
Richard Hine '72 captain in the U.S. Marine

at

Guidelines, the literary arts
Competitionis open to all women and men
who have been enrolled at Hope College.
Current Hope students are ineligible. Entries should represent recent work, i.e. writing that has been done during the past
three years. Graduates of the classes of
1981, 1982 and 1983 must submit work
done after leaving Hope.
2. Entries must be typed, double-spaced,on
one side of white, 8-1/2 x 11 inch paper.
The name and address of the author
should appear at the top of the right-hand
comer of the first page. All subsequent
pages must be numbered at the top righthand comer, and the author's last name or
the title of the work must also appear in
the top right-hand corner of each page.
The following information must be typed or
printed on a separate piece of paper no
smaller than 3x5 inches and mailed with
entries:author's name, title(s) of work(s),
author's address, phone number and Hope

presentation.
Each entrant may submit no more than
three entries.
Slide entries should be mailed to: Alumni
Invitational, Office of CollegeRelations,
Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423.
Slide entries must be postmarked no later
than July 13, 1984. Hope College will make
every effort to return slides at the close of
the competitionbut will not be responsible
for the receipt return or condition of the
slide entries. The sender assumes all risks.
The judges will select entries for display in
the De Free Center Gallery.The alumni

class year.
3. Each entrant may submit no more than
three entries.
4. Entries should be mailed to Alumni Opus,
Office of CollegeRelations, Hope College,
Holland, Mich. 49423. Hope Collegewill
make every effort to return entries at the
close of the competitionbut will not be
responsible for the receipt return or condition of entries.The sender assumes all

3.
4.

5.

6.

invitational show will open on Homecoming
weekend, Oct 19, 1984, and close on Nov.
30, 1984.
7. Winners will be notifiedby mail at which
time they will receive information regarding
the shipment of works.
8. The Office of CollegeRelations retains the
right to photograph for reproductionin the
Dec., 1984, issue of news from Hope College any piece of art displayed in the alumni invitational
show.

TWENTY

'

risks.

5. Entries must be postmarked no later than
July 13, 1984.
6. The decision of the judges is final.
7. The Office of CollegeRelations retains the
right to publish in the Dec., 1984, edition
of news from Hope College and in a
special booklet to be distributed in the De
Free Center Art Gallery any poem, short
story or other piece of creative writing entered in the competition. No other rights
are retained by Hope College.

is

the directorof

Washington,D.C. for ChallengeMagazine and

will

participatein the annual evangelicalpress associaannual convention. After Memorial Day,
Philipwill go to Korea to photographthe Internation's

Michael Hooker 77

has been awarded a Fullbright Scholarship studying

.

Erickson 77 Brown

Bartleville(O.K.) League of Women Voters.
Philip De Jong '77 has several assignmentsin

is

the chaplain for the 11th

signal battalion.United States Army, in Dormstad,

martials at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Deborah Smith '73 is an assistantprofessor in
strategicmanagement at Texas A & M. Deborah

1

Dawn

tionalPrayer Assembly in Seoul.

'70s

Corps, is a prosecuting attorney for military court-

Guidelines,the visual arts
1. Competitionis open to all women and men
who have been enrolled at Hope College.
CurrentHope students are ineligible. Entries should be recent works, i.e. works
executed during the past three years. Graduates of the Classes on 1981, 1982 and
1983 must submit work done after leaving
Hope.
2. Entrants must submit good qualitycolor
slides. In the case of three-dimensional
works, at least two views are required.
Slides must include the following information: indication of top of slide, title of work,
dimensions of work, media and artist’s
name. The artist's name, address, phone
number and Hope class year should be
printed or typed on a piece of paper no
smaller than 3x5 inches which must
accompanythe slide(s). Slides should represent works that are ready for exhibition.
The judges reserve the right to refuse a
work that varies markedly from the slide

Kristin Boelens 77 works for IBM information
systems group in White Plains,N.Y.

1NSEAD

in Fountainbleu, France.

Sarah Penny '73 Tappert is president of the
Houston (Texas) South DistrictMinisters' Wive's
organization, a district-widefellowship and support
group for wives of United Methodistministers. As
vice-presidentlast year, she worked to develop
programs dealing with life in the parsonageand
problems encountered, such as stress, frequent
moves, financialplanning, etc., which would offer
creative solutions and suggestions to overcome
some of these problems.
Vicki TenHaken '73 is the directorof corporate
planning at Herman Miller Inc., of Zeeland, Mich.
Terry Muilenberg'74 has moved his office from
the British Virgin Islands to Clearwater, Fla. Terry
continues as financialcontrollerfor the Moorings,a
group of companies involved in yacht chartering
and resorts in the Caribbean.
Burton VanderLaan '73 is an associate medical
director and oncologist for the Michael Reese
Health Plan, Chicago, 111.
Steve Norden '74 has received the call to begin a
new reformed church in the northwestarea of
Columbus, Ohio.
Thomas Hallquist'75 is a dentist in Oshkosh,
Wis.
Linda Hawkins '75 Murray is a "domesticengineer", mother of one and volunteer worker for a

communityservice organization.
G. David Spoelhof '75 is a family

physician at

Skyline Family MedicalCenter in Duluth,Minn.,

and an assistantdirectorof the Duluth Family
Practice Residency.

Rebecca Nielsen '75 Torres is working in equal
opportunity in IBM CorporateHeadquarters.
Rebecca and her husband raise Appaloosasand show
westernperformancehorses.
Karen Johnson-Weiner'75 has been working on a
graduate degree in linguisticsat McGill University
in Montreal,Canada.

Ronald Brown

'76 is a process engineer in the

research and development departmentof Phillips

Petroleum Co. Ron is the treasurer for the local
chapter of the American Instituteof Chemical
Engineers.
Patricia Dwyer-Hallquist '76 is a senior research
chemist in basic research in Appleton Papers', Inc.

Wendy Smith 76 Lampert co-chairs the cesarean
prevention movement of southeast Michigan.Wendy is also a consultant to a group of ob-gyns.
Barbara Wrigley 76 is on the business marketing
staff at AT&T Communications in Falls Church,
Va.

Germany.
James Lampert '77 plays on GMAC computers
most of the time.
Sara Norris 77 Powers is the assistantathletic
directorfor Clayton (Mo.) Public Schools.
Brian Bradley 78 will begin a pediatricsresidency
at Children Hospital in Boston, Mass, in June.
Kevin Clark 78, registeredrepresentative for Edward D. Jones & Co., was one of 25 account
executives selected throughoutthe U.S. to attend a
two-day conference on current economic conditions
and prospects for the stock and bond markets.
Jeffrey

Dykehouse 78

is

the first supervisor of

the Old Mill Creek, the new state historicalpark
locatedjust south of Mackinaw City, Mich.

Brian Guth 78

is

a research physiologist involved

with studiesof the heart at University of California
at San Diego.

John Hartman 78 is in plant production management with Pepsi Cola in Orlando,Fla.
Kate Martin 78 is the senior citizenprojectstaffer
with Legal Services of SoutheasternMichigan.
Anne Fries 79 Bessey is a clinical social worker at
the University of MissouriHospital in Columbia.
Mayrie Boyce 79 is the promotion manager and
assistantdirector of real estate for Stadium Arena
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Cheryl Burke 79 is an elder in the Presbyterian
Church and is attending Wesley Theological
Seminary.
Mark Cook 79 is the general manager for Chandler Corporation in Woodland, Calif.
Colleen Cochran 79 Hunt is a math and French
teacher at Cottingham Christian School in Indian
Rocks Beach, Fla.
Laurel Roads '79 is an account executive selling
office automationfor Wang Laboratories in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Robert Torresen 79 is an attorney with Sharrets,
Paley, Carter and Baluvelt in New York, NY.
Stephen VanDop 79 is attending Western TheologicalSeminary.
ChristineVentre 79 Hartman is the cash management officerfor Atlantic National Bank in Orlando, Fla.

Sandra Wiederhold'79 Van De Weert is doing a
pediatricsresidency at University of Wisconsin
Hospitals in Madison.

'80s
Randall Coffill '80 is an associatein the law
offices of Cohen, Bavoso, Weinstein& Fox in Port
Jervis,N.Y.
Robert Giusto '80 is a process developmentchemist in East Hanover, N.J.
Daniel Hafley '80 is working in computer graphics
in Oklahoma City, Okla.
Kristina Hyde '80 will be graduating from medical
school in June and beginninga residency.
Patrick O'Sullivan '80 is an account executive for
Lang, Haymes and Carr advertising agency.
Katrina Picha '80 is a music therapistwith Northeastern Mental Health Services in Kendallville,Ind.
Kathy Souders '80 Robinsonis the manager of
an art gallery and custom framingshop in
Voorhees,N.J.
Lori DeWitt '80 Rumley is an administrative
assistantfor Sefton Associates in Grand Rapids.
Mich.
Steven Angle '81 is a certified public accountant
with Yeo & Yeo Certified Public Accountantsin
Kalamazoo,Mich.
Jean Hunt '81 works in travel and clientservices
for Haworth Inc., in Holland, Mich.
Donna Klein '81 is an employee benefits representativefor Aetna Life Insurance Company in Minneapolis, Minn.
Lori Fox '81 Rhem is the director of membership
servicesand finance at the Association for the
Advancement of Psychology.Lori is also an aerobics dance instructor for Jackie Sorenson Aerobics.
Yolanda Tienstra '81 is a second year law student
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.Yolanda
has been working part time as a law clerk for the
firm of Clifford,Platz and Relies.
Susan Weener '81 Van Dop is a head resident in
Dykstra Hall at Hope College.
Lana Bian '82 is the facilities management and
conference coordinator for the American University
in Washington, D.C. Lana also tutors English as a
second language and has begun graduate studies in
marketing.

Robert Bush '82 is a regional, sales representative
for the Behler Young Co., in Western Michigan.
Bruce Caltrider '82 is a regional vice president
with A. L. Williams, a financialservices marketing
firm in Lansing, Mich.
Martha Clements '82 is the directorof Rogers
Park Children's LearningCenter, a not-for-profit
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day care center in Chicago, III.
Douglas Deuitch '82 is in the Air Force. He has
been studying Russian at the Defense Language
Institute.Doug's first assignmentwill be in 1985 at
Mildenhall Air Force Base in England.
Susan Hartgerink '82 is an associatemarketing
representativewith American Educational Services
in Lansing, Mich.
'82 is a field executive for the Silver

Ann Hartney

Sage Girl Scout Council serving southeastern Idaho
and in July Ann will be transferringto the council
headquarters in Boise.
William Hoekstra '82 is attending Emory Univer-

representative.

worker or a psychiatricaid.
David Bhaskar will attend Loyola University

plays in a Christian band.
Robert Dalton plans to attend Logan Chiropractic

Medical School.
Paul Bixel will attend the University of Michigan.

Laura Bultman will work for the Upward Bound
Summer Program.
Karen Button hopes to be a teacher.
Daniel Bylsma plans to attend Michigan State

Gordon Blood

University.

clinical

Beth Byrne hopes to be a teacher.
Duane Carpenter will work for First Michigan

Shelley Defreese is looking

will

attend Gordon Conwell The-

ological Seminary.
Sally Bolema hopes to be a teacher.
Nancy Boneburg plans to work for RTM Inc.

Jana Borgerson plans
at

to

study engineering geology

Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Atlanta, Ga. William is working on a
graduate degree inorganic chemistry.

Susan Bowen plans to attend law school.
Bernard Bowhuis works for Baxter-DeHaan &

Nancy MacArthur '82 works in

Associates in financialplanning.
Jill Marie Bowman will attend the University of

sity in

public relations

and developmentfor the National Institutefor

Music Theatre in Washington, D.C.
Molly Markosky '82 works for HavilandProducts
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Amy Purvis '82 is a second year freshwater fish
culture Peace Corps volunteer in Kasi Occidental,
Zaire, Africa.

Susan Rankin '82 will be graduating from Davenport College's emergency medical service program
(paramedic) this summer.
David Rhem '82 will be working this summer for
the law firm of Landman, Luyendyk, Latimer,
Clink and Robb in Muskegon, Mich.
Claire Jelensperger'82 Sheppard is a resource
room teacher in South Cayuga Central School District in Aurora, N.Y.
Jackie Staup '82 works for BBDO Chicagoadvertising agency in Chicago, 111.
Yasunobu Suginaka '82 is a systemsanalyst at
the Systems Products Division of IBM in Rochester,
Minn.
Susan Wiseman '83 Allportis a specialist 4 in the
U.S. Army stationed at Ft. Riley, Kans.
Tim Arnold '83 is the art teacher at Hamilton
(Mich.)

financialmanagement program.
hopes to be a teacher.

School of Medicine.
Jeffrey Beswick plans to attend law school.
Dale Beukema hopes to find work as a child care
sity

Dayton.

Kenneth Boyce

plans to work as a

commodity

futures broker.
Lori Brace hopes to work at Blodgett Hospital.
Mary Beth Braun works for Tubergen & Associates

as an illustrator.

Jill

Broersma plans to work as

a

sales

Russell Brown plans to attend Iowa State

Wendy Crawford

University.

Scott Curley works for Young Life in Hollandand

Bank.
Patricia Cecil plans to attend law school.
Joyce Chandler will attend the University of

Michigan.
Douglas Clark plans to work in accounting or
computer science.
Dave Cleveland will attend Indiana University.
Kevin Combest works for Sybthorp Systems,Inc.
Nancy Combest hopes to be a teacher.
Josie Conceicao will attend Yale University.
ElizabethCooper will attend law school.
Richard Colt works for Dean Witter Reynolds.
Kevin Cox will attend seminary.
Leslie Coy will work for General Electric in their

College.

Duane Dede

plans to attend graduate school in

psychology.
for

a job in

Philadelphia.

Richard Demberger is looking for a job in the
Grand Rapids-Holland
area.
Suzanne DeVries will attend the University of
Southern Mississippi'sGeology Field Camp in
Switzerland this summer and upon her return will
be employed by HollandEngineering, Inc.
Amy DeWinter will attend Northwestern
University.

Timothy Dieffenbach

will

attend Western Semi-

nary and then Fuller Seminary.

Joseph Doele will attend law school.
Cheryl Doon hopes to work for Bell & Howell in
Zeeland.

ElizabethDoom will return to Hope

to

complete

Community Schools.

Craig Byer '83 is a missionaryassociatein Japan,
teaching at Keiwa Gakuen High School.
Philip Blauw '83 is writing and producingcommercials at KRDO-TV in ColoradoSprings, Colo.
Jeanne Boonstra '83 is a ninth grade specialeducation teacher in Del Rio, Texas.
is a sales representativefor

Jonathon Cuti '83

CF

Air Freight in Minneapolis, Minn.

James Eickhoff '83 is the directorof environmental servicesat Mercy Hospital in Port Huron, Mich.
James works for a hospital health care management
company with contracts management services.
John Griffin '83 is doing research in organic
chemistry at the University of Gronegan in the
Netherlands. John has won a fellowship from the
National Science Foundationwhich he will use next
fall at California Instituteof Technologyto further
studies in organic chemistry.
be an elementaryteacher

his

Todd Holstege '83 will
at

Bellflower (Calif.) Christian ElementarySchool

next year. Todd will also be head junior varsity

and track coach.
Linda Ott '83 Hunt is a special education kindergarten teacher in Manchester,N.H.
Richard Kennedy '83 is the midday personality
for WXQT and weekend personality for WGRD-FM
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Carol Martinus '83 is a nurse at Blodgett Hospital.
Jannie Lillrose '83 Sabo is teaching emotionally
football

Alumni Support— the Bedrock of Academic Excellence
at Hope College

handicapped high school students in Plant City, Fla.

Sarah Saddler '83 had an exhibit of acrylicand
paintings on display at Black River Gallery in
Holland, Mich., in March.

oil

A
This Year

to

attend graduate school in

DONORS NEEDED BEFORE JUNE

Florida.

Sherri Allen hopes to be a teacher.
Valerie Anderson will be teaching English in
a year and
then attend the University of Virginia.

BartholomewArmah

will

for

attend Princeton

University.

Paul Avedisian will attend graduate school.
Renee Babcock plans to attend graduate school.
Mary Bahr will attend Princeton Theological
Seminary.
Karen Baker hopes to be a teacher.
Martin Balk will work for K. A. Knapp & Co.,
Inc.

Cheryl Barbati plans to attend Oak Ridge Graduate

PERIL

30

30

510

1983-84 Annual Alumni Fund Goal ............... ........................
$675,000
Alumni Contributions To Date ............................................
$613,422
CONTRIBUTIONS NEEDED BEFORE JUNE
$ 61,578

Taiwan for one year.

Thomas Andrews plans to work

IN

Donors ..........................................
6,290
— Alumni Donors ....... ...................................
5,780

Last Year — Alumni

1984
James Aardema plans

RECORD

YOUR GIFT WILL MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Over the past seven years the number of alumni donors and the amount contributedhas increased
each year. Thanks to you and thousands of others, Hope has an enviable record of alumni support.

School of Biomedical Sciences.

Mary Beth Barrows
for a

will

move to Atlanta and look

job in social work or domestic violence.

Michael Bast plans

to

attend Oak Ridge Graduate

School of Biomedical Sciences.
Jeffery Bean plans to work as a chemist.

Linda Bechtelwill attend Rutgers University.
John Beery hopes to work in bank management.
Adam Begley plans to work for a few years and

Hope won a United States Steel Foundation award for alumni support in the sustained
performance category. This year, Hope is a finalistin both the sustained performance and the improvement categories in this national competition!Without your gift this record of accomplishmentis in
Last year

jeopardy.

then go to graduate school.

Terry Berens plans to attend law school.
Gordon Berghuis will attend Western Theological
Seminary.
Brian Berkey plans to attend seminary.
Frank Berrodin plans to attend graduate school.
Nicole Bertram will attend Wayne State Univer-
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PLEASE HELP HOPE MAINTAIN HER OUTSTANDING

ALUMNI RECORD!
Send your

gift

before June 30, 1984
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BSN.
Katy Droppers plans to work in fashion in New
York.
Pete Dykema will attend Western Seminary.
Cheryl Dykstra hopes to be a teacher.
Michelle Dykstra will attend Fuller Theological
Seminary in psychology.
Bryn Elder hopes to be a teacher.
Thomas Elhart will work for DePree's Inc.
Karl Elzinga hopes to be a teacher.
Anne Enderlein hopes to be a teacher.
Mary Jo Ernst plans to work and travel.
Vem Essenberg plans to attend the U.S. ArmyBaylor master's degree program in physical

(her

therapy.

r

John Estell will attend the University of Chicago.
Karin Etter plans to travel then work.
John Fanthorpe will attend UCLA.
Kimberlee Burd-Fox plans to do research in children's reading comprehension.
Perry Franciscowill attend Andrews University.
Mary Gaffney hopes to be a teacher.
Lori Geerligs plans to work on a medical-surgical
floor of a hospitaland then attend graduate school.
Laura Gibson plans to attend either Wayne State
or Michigan State medical school.
Linda Gnade plans to work as a registered nurse.
Michael Gomez will work for AT&T in
Manhatten.
Mary Graham hopes to be a teacher,
Margaret Gremore plans to do an internship in a
congressional office in Washington, D.C.
David Groeneveld will work for Joseph's House
in Troy, N.Y., through the RCA's AIM program.
John Grooters hopes to work with the church
using media.
Beth Gunn will attend the University of
Tennessee.
Rhonda Hale hopes to be a teacher.
Juli Harper hopes to be a teacher.
Brenda Harris plans to work in banking.
Carla Hedeen hopes to be a teacher.
David Hedges plans to work in the Grand RapidsHolland area.
David Hendershott plans to work in the Washington, D.C. area.
James Herman will attend Johns Hopkins Medical
School.

Douglas Heyboer hopes to be a teacher.
Robert Higuchi will be an assistantchemist at
Upjohn Company.
Steven Hillsteadplans to work in private or public
accounting.
Julie Hinton will attend
school.

Wayne

State medical

Diane Mills will be doing a medical technology
internship.

Mokma is the assistantmanager of the
Auction House Restaurant in Douglas, Mich.
Nathan Munson will work for a private

Peter

contractor.

Keith Nalley is attending the University of Michigan dental school.
Alan Noerenberg will join the Navy.
Susan North hopes to be a teacher.
Tracy Ore will be attending Western Michigan
University.

Fern Palma hopes to be a teacher.
Michele Parker will be working in Chicago.
Loraine Payne will be attending Kutztown
University.

ChristinePeterson plans to work in the

sity

of Chicago.

Deborah Phillips hopes to work
Seminary.
Robert Pranga

will

be working for

school.
' William

Kordenbrockwill work

as a lobbyest in

Washington, D.C.
Beth Kowalke hopes to be a teacher.
Karen Kranendonk will attend the University of
Wisconsin.
Fred Krieger plans to work in retail management.
Bruce Kuiper will work for Grace Reformed
Church as a youth minister.
Brad Kuipers will attend physical therapy school.
Caryn Kunkle is moving to San Francisco.
Marilyn Kuntzman is returning to the HopeCalvin nursing program.
David Lammers plans to work for a year and then
attend graduate school.

Susan Latham will work as a promoter/agentat
New Yofk City.
Lisanne Leech hopes to be a teacher.
Joseph Lyons will attend law school.
Richard Mason will work for Central DuPage
Art Services in

Hospital.

Jean Matthews hopes to be a teacher.
David McGarvey plans to work for Meijer Thrifty
Acres.

Thomas McKenzie will be

teaching chemistryand

coaching.

Mary Lynn McNally will be working for A. G.
^Becker, a stock brokeragefirm in Chicago.
Heidi Mersen-Gervais will be doing tutoring.
Janet Meyer will be attending seminary.
Janet Mielke will be attending graduateschool in
interpersonal communication with an emphasis in

New

Philadelphia.

Kim Roundhouse will be

attending the University

of Texas in Austin.

Gregory Rupright will be attending New
Brunswick Theological Seminary.
Mary Schaap hopes to be a teacher.
John Scholte will be attending Western Theological Seminary.
Lynn Schrotenboer will be working in the shipping departmentof H. J. Heinz in Holland.
Stephen Schwander will be attending New
Brunswick Seminary.
Sherry Small will be attending medical school.
Beth Ann Smith plans to work in the Washington,
D.C. area.
Carol Smith will be teaching English as a missionSpitters will be teaching at a university in
a

computer pro-

the University of

Michigan medical school.
Michael Stone will be attending graduate school.
Linda Strouf will be attending the University of

Wyoming.
Gregory Tabor will be working for Infotronic
Systems Inc. of Holland.
Brian Taylor will be attending Western Theological Seminary.
James TeWinkle plans to work in medical/surgical
nursing.

Melanie Thurston will be doing a medical technology internship.
Terri Tigelaar will be a chemical technician for
Bell & Howell.
David Timmerman will be in profitplanning at
Donnelly Mirrors.
Jon Toppen plans to go to law school.
Anthony Turner will be working for J. C. Penney
systems^inMilwaukee, Wis.
Karen Tysse hopes to be a teacher.
Matthew VanderBorghwill be working for
Postema Architects in Grand Rapids.
Susan VanderVeen will be attending seminary.
Joni Vander Zouwen hopes to work in a Christian
school system.
Bryan VandeWege will be attending the University of Michigan medical school.
Sarah Van Eenenaam hopes to teach in Bergen
County, N.J.
Diane Van Oss will be attending the University of
Michigan.
Mary Van't Kerkhoff will be working for Upjohn
Co. in Kalamazoo.
R. Tod Van Wieren will be attending the University of Michigan.
Marjorie Veldheer hopes to be a registered nurse
at

a local hospital.

Richard VerStrate will be working with the Hope
Summer RepertaryTheater.
Jerome Vite will be a broker with Heinold Com-

The job market has become a

jobs greet grads

little

the following

person hiring, but it also shows to the hirer
that this person is assertive and planning

market, which most analysts say was the
worst since World War II, with nationwide
hiring down 30-50 percent.
In comparison to last year, hiring appears
to be up at least 5 percent and perhaps as

much

as 24 percent, say several early

studies.

The new crop of Hope grads has been
particularlysuccessful landing jobs in computer science,accountingand sales, says
Austin. In contrast, job offers in
ities

and

human-

social sciences-relatedfields are

scarce.

There has been no significantincrease in
average starting salaries, but they have remained stable, Austin notes.

Obviously,getting the right job is still
by no means an easy process for college
grads, says Austin. He favors the term
"pro-active" to describe the attitudes successful job-seekers should adopt.

Austin is buoyed by the

fact that

68

ahead."
Austin advises that seniors devote at least
2-3 hours per week to their job searches. It
is not unusual to send out well over 100
resumes,he notes. Establishing personal
contacts within one's chosen profession is
"critical," he says, noting that half of all
hiring results from networking.
Students are also advised to be flexible in
their choices of jobs and willing to relocate
to other areas of the country.
But can a history major really be happy
managing a K-Mart in Nebraska, one asks.
"Sure," says Austin, especiallyif that
history major is "fairly practical"and
chose the field more out of personal interest than professional commitment.

With the Department of Labor predicting
a 2-3 million surplus of college graduates
entering the labor force this decade, stu-

come to terms with the fact
they may not find their first jobs in

dents must
.that

the occupation of choice, experts say.

percent of this year's senior class has established credentialsfiles or come in for place-

Austin is revving up for the times by
investigatingfour primary regions in which

ment

to market Hope grads through strong personal contacts with personnelpeople,

you consider that 30-35 percent of our

studyingthe possibilityof converting to a
computerizedfile system to speed things up
and taking steps to set up a broad-based
alumni consultant network.
Does Austin frequently feel as if he's the
one left holding the bag of liberal arts

counseling.
"I feel that's very good, especiallywhen

seniors go on to graduate school and might
not have immediate need of our services,"
he notes.

Furthermore,a survey of Class of '83
graduates which was conducted last fall by
the

Alumni Office showed only a three
unemployment rate among

percent

education ?

Never, he responds. In his view breadth
wins out over short-lived

Austin aims for high visibility among
students, contacting all juniors and seniors

marketability.

west.

David Wilbur

will

be attending Ferris in plastics

engineering.

Susan Wildeboerhopes to be a teacher and coach.
Sharon Wilson will be working at a financial

managementtrainee.

institutionas a

Michael Wissink will be attending Western Theological Seminary.

important

services.
At the same time he emphasizes that the
improvement is in comparison to last year's

Martin Waalkes will be attending Michigan State

Thomas Wagner will be working in photography.
Robin Webb will be attending graduate school out

is

not only because it means that their resumes are beating others to the desk of the

still

University.

summer. This

brighter this year for college graduates,
reports Dale Austin, director of placement

respondents.

Miller will be attending the American Graduate School of International Management.

TWENTY-TWO

More

modities, Inc.

teaching English as a second language.
Jill

(A few)

ary associate in Japan.

grammer for AT&T,
Mark Slid will be attending

Shelly Kik hopes to be a teacher.
Eric Kistler hopes to be a teacher.
Lynn Klok plans to work in Port Huron, Mich.
Paula Koops hopes to be a teacher.
KimberlyKooyers plans to attend graduate

in

Mary Jo Price will be attending the New England
Conservatoryand working for an insurance company in Boston, Mass.
Dave Randall will be attending Uniformed Services University for the Health Sciences.
Kevin Rebhan will be working for First Michigan
Bank.
Lisa Reed hopes to work in a hospital.
Carolyn Ridder will be attending Western Theological Seminary.
Julie Ritsema hopes to be a teacher.
Elizabeth Roets will be doing an internship in

Angeles.

Pine Rest Christian Psychiatric Hospital.

NBC

York.

Taiwan.
Christopher Stagg hopes to be

Gregory Hondorp will attend Wayne State University medicalschool.
Mona Jabra plans to travel for a year.
Paul Jennings hopes to be a teacher in southwest
Michigan.
Patricia Johnson hopes to be a teacher.
Anna Kalmbach will attend University of Michigan medical school.
Mayumi Kato plans to work as a counselor.
Kenneth Keast plans to work in London.
Kevin Kennedy will work as a psychiatricaide at

in a hospital.

Jeff Porte will be attending Western Theological

Dick Hoekstra will be a press assistant,primarily
in swimmingat the 1984 summer Olympicsin Los

tarded individuals.

of

Jonathan Peterson will be attending the Univer-

Mike

Janet Hoffman plans to work with mentallyre-

field

marketing.

by

and conductinga
number of campus-wide workshops each
year. The key, he says, is making students
aware of the options and resources available, but the bottom line is the student's
letter several times

initiative.

"The sharp ones see me in their junior
year and start sending out their resumes

In purely practicalterms, is a college
education still worth it?
Absolutely, most experts say.

"The money and the most highly regarded careers will belong to the educated,
even allowing for economic change and the
difficulties that many workers in many
fields will have in finding jobs," concludes
a New York Times analyst.
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marriages
MichaelAllport and Susan Wiseman '83, Mar. 24,
1984, Ft. Riley, Kan.
Gordon Arnold '81 and Karen Kennedy '82, Mar. 31,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Terry Bryan and Mary Manahan '80, Nov. 26, 1983,
ChicagoHeights, III.
Bruce Caltrider '82 and Sue Marceny '82, Mar. 17,
1984, Mason, Mich.
Jeffery Cash and Donna Davis '63, Feb., 1984, Tam-

James Sheppardand Claire Jelensperger '82, Mar. 24,

Tracy Larsen '81, J.D., Indiana University School of

1984, Penfield,N.Y.
Bruce Smith 73 and Jeannie Poirier,April 14, 1984,

Law, May, 1984
Carol Martinus '83, B.S.N., Hope College, May,
1984
Karina Picha '80, M.M., music therapy. Western
Michigan University, April, 1984
Terri Proos '81, M.A., hospital administration, University of Missouri-Columbia,
May, 1983
Robert Torresen79, J.D., George Washington University Law School, May, 1983
Bruce VanderSchaaf 79, D.C. NationalCollege of
Chiropractic,April, 1984
Sandra Wiederhold 79 VanDeWeert,M.D., cum
laude, SUNY Upstate MedicalCenter, May, 1983
Susan Weener '81 Van Dop, M.M., piano performance, Aug., 1983
Jeff VerBeek '81, J.D., University of Detroit School of
Law, May, 1984

Canojoharie, N.Y.
James VandeWaa '82 and Sandy Talsma, April 7,
1984, Borculo, Mich.
Garret VanDeWeert and Sandra Wiederhold 79,
May 7, 1983, Madison, Wis.
Robert Williams 78 and IdelisZengotita, July 3,
1982, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico

pa, Fla.

Evan Dawdy '83 and Janna Bolman, April 13, 1984,
Zeeland, Mich.
James Dobson and Joan tenHoor '66, Mar. 22, 1984,
Louisville,Ky.
Douglas Deuitch '82 and Barbara Gruber, July 2,
1983, San Antonio, Texas
John Gibson '81 and Jan Johnson '83, April 21, 1984,
Zeeland, Mich.
Richard Hine 72 and Linda Hukill, May 30, 1982,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Douglas Hunt and Linda Ott '83, Oct. 22, 1983, Webster, N.Y.
Gage Hunt and Colleen Cochran 79, Jan. 31, 1984,
Tarpon Springs, Fla.
Seth Johnson and Sue VanderNaald 71, July 23,
1983, Wheaton, 111.
David Moored '82 and Karen Knoll, Eeb. 18, 1984,
Holland, Mich.
Peter Rink '81 and Merriam Crooks '83, April 14,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Andy Robinsonand Kathy Souders'80, April 9, 1983,
Berlin,N.J.

Ed Rumley and

Lori

DeWitt '80, Dec. 30,

1983,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

advanced degrees
William Barger '66, M. Div., Vanderbilt University
Anne Fries 79 Bessey, M.S.W., The University of
Michigan,May, 1982
Dawn Erickson 77 Brown, M.A., specialeducation.
University of Tulsa, Dec., 1983
Ellen Bijkersma78 De Jong, M.B.A., AdelphiUniversity,Dec., 1983
Janet Wickens 72 De Young, M.S.W., University of
Nebraska, May, 1984
Stephen Fowler 73, M.S.B.A., Indiana University,
Jan., 1984
Robert Giusto '80, M.E., chemical engineering, Stevens Instituteof Technology,May, 1984
Brian Guth 78, Ph.D., University of California,Dec.,
1983
Daniel Hafley '80, M.S., geology, Washington State
University, Feb., 1984
Richard Hine 72, J.D., Arizona State University,
May, 1983
Sharon Buck '81 Larsen, M.B.A., finance, Indiana
University, May, 1984

deaths
A scholarship fund has been establishedat Hope
College in the memory of Metta Ross '26.

Word has been received of the death of Gladys
Hemingsen '42 Bayless on Feb. 15, 1984.
Borgman '23 died on Mar. 12, 1984, in
Kalamazoo from complications after surgery.
He owned and operated Bergman's IGA Grocery
Store in Vicksburg. He moved to Cannon Acre
Farms in 1946 and developed and platted Cannon
Acres Flats No. 1, 2, 3. He was a gardener, bird
watcher and fisherman.
Mr. Borgman is survived by his wife, Helen; one
son, William;one daughter, Marilyn;one sister;

Irvin

grandchildren; great grandchildren; several nieces

and nephews.

births
Correction; John and Susan Miles 74 Knoll, Sarah
Joan, Aug. 12, 1983
L. Frederick and Mary Kraybill 71 Allen,

Word

has been received of the death of William
Buitendorp '27 on Sept. 9, 1983.

Macy KaWord has been received of the death
DePree '29 on Mar. 13, 1984.

therine, Feb. 29, 1984
Jeff and Anne Fries 79 Bessey, Jason Thomas, July
31, 1983
Jeffery78 and Paula Houghton 78 Boes, Adam Kirk,

Nov. 9, 1983
John '62 and Jane Brunson,Michael McKean, Mar. 3,

of

Leon

Word has been received of the death of Jedidah
Ossewaarde'21 DeRuyteron Jan. 26, 1984, of
congestive heart failureafter a lengthy illness.

1984
Richard and Cara Baas

78

Brzezinski, Andrew Rus-

Word has been received of the death of Margde
Vanderbroek'23 Emmert on Dec. 23, 1983, in
Dan and Barb Smith 76 Bussema, Brian John, Mar.
Birmingham, Mich.
25, 1984
Mr. and Kim Westfall 79 Cayes, Taylor Nathan,
April 7, 1984
Anthony Engelsman '23 died on May 9, 1984, in
Keith 79 and Laurie Zoet 79 Cahoon, Matthew Joel,
Zeeland, Mich.
April 21, 1984
He received his master's degree from the UniverGary 78 and Ann Hibelink '80 Camp, Michael David,
sity of Michigan and was a veteran of World War I,
Mar. 21, 1984
having served with the Engineers Corps. He was a
Neil 75 and Karen Strock 76 Clark, ElliottNeil,
professor of government and political science for
Mar. 8, 1984
Peter and Mary Jane Myers 75 Davidson,Chelsea many years at Eastern Michigan University.
Mr. Engelsman is survived by a sister-in-law,
Ruth, Sept. 6, 1983
Michael and Louise Hughes 72 Davies, William Susie English; and several nieces and nephews.
Thomas Andrew, Feb. 24, 1984
Don 76 and Gail Davis, Averill Sebastian, April 19, Ronald Fox '32 died on Mar. 14, 1984, in Tucson,
1984
Ariz.
Jeffrey 79 and Janis Lundeen '80 DeVree, Jonathan
He graduated from the University of Michigan
Andrew, Mar. 21, 1984
Dental School and practicedoral surgery until his
Thomas 71 and Karen De Young, Mary Ruth, Dec.
12, 1983
Dr. Fox is survived by his wife, Marion; four
Wynn and RebbeccaWaller 77 Gillan, Amy Leigh, sons, John, James, Robert and William;a daughter,
Nov. 30, 1983
Marion; five grandchildren and a sister.
David 73 and Denise Schuiling 73 Harmelink,Stephanie Joy, Dec. 20, 1983
Jonathan Hearne '68 and BarbaraEsther 71, Lydia Word has been received of the death of Daniel
Esther and Benjamin Charles, Nov. 25, 1982
Kruidemier '16 on April 27, 1983.
Bruce 78 and Alison Wear 76 Herman, Bradley Allan, Jan. 1, 1984
Word has been received of the death of Frances
Richard 72 and Linda Hine, Matthew Christopher,
Kooiker '28 Fuerstenau.
May 1, 1983
Doug and Martha Barnett 77 Hodges,Stephen Mark,
Ardean VanArenddnk '27 Geerlings died on
Mar. 26, 1984
Craig and Jan Luben 71 Hoffman, John Abraham,
April 1, 1984, in Bloomington,Minn.
She was the past president of the
1
Mar. 12,
' ,
Dean and Miriam Butterfield'69 Johnston, Elisabeth (Mich.) Woman's Literary Club and the House and
Louise, Feb. 23, 1984
Senate Club in Lansing, Mich.
Michael 75 and Ann Kincheloe, Logan Michael, Jan.
Mrs. Geerlings is survived by her daughters,
15, 1984
Mary Jo Berstrom '53 and Ann Fleischer '64; two
Gary and Kim Osterman '80 Knight, Ashley Rebecca,
grandchildren, William Bergstrom 78 and Ruth
Jan. 18, 1984
Bergstrom.
James 77 and Wendy Smith 76 Lampert, Kieran
James, Dec. 22, 1983
James '69 and Mrs. Marcus, JonathanCarl, Oct. 15,
Ada DePree '20 Meengs died on April 29, 1984,
1983
in Mishawaka, Ind.
William 74 and Marilyn Nolan, Bradley Curtis,Mar.
She had taught school in Zeelandand
23, 1984
Coopers ville, Mich., Hammond, Ind., and Evanston,
Mark 78 and Penny Peck 79 Oppenhuizen, Sarah 111. She also graduated from Presbyterian St. Luke's
Elizabeth, May 3, 1984
Hospital in Chicago, III.
William and Annemarie Niedziela 74 Ossler, JenMrs. Meengs is survived by a daughter, Jane
nifer Nicole, Jan. 30, 1984
Feit; a son, John; grandchildren; a sister and a
Scott 78 and Meral Saylor 78 Pontier, Tyler John.
brother.
May 2, 1984
Wade and Joy Tangenberg 76 Remer, Joshua James,
Word has been received of the death of Anthony
Feb. 28, 1984
Dale 76 and Sherry Remmelts, Justin Lee, April 16,
Mistretta '35 on Oct. 17, 1983.
1984
Matt 75 and Vicki Wiegerink 75 Rumpsa, Scott
Delbert Schillman '27 died on April 16, 1984, in
Matthew, Jan. 13, 1979, Joshua Patrick,Mar. 16,
Flint, Mich.
1981 and Kellyn Brooke, Feb. 13, 1984
He was a veteran of World War II and a builder
Scott and Jane Selfridge-Fochtman
71, Zachary, May
in the Flushing area. He had served as a Hope
5, 1981 and Luke, June 10, 1982
G. David 75 and MelissaPiatt 75 Spoclhof, Amy College class representativefor two years.
Mr. Schillman is survived by his wife, Jean; two
Elizabeth,April 4, 1983
sons, Keith and James; a daughter, Kathy; grandWilliamand Judith Hine 71 Strom, Lisa Marie, Dec.
children,nieces,nephews and cousins.
9, 1983
Tom and CarolineChapman 70 Taylor, Andrew
Chapman, Mar. 13, 1984
Word has been received of the death of Cora
Michael and Cheryl Hassenmayer 74 Thompson,
VanLiere '31 Schripsema on May 13, 1983.
Erin Rebecca, Dec. 30, 1982
Mr. & Martha Wyatt '67 Thompson, Kyle Apdrew,
Beverly Bootsman '58 Skinner died on Mar. 23,
Jan. 16, 1983
1983, in Kingston, N.Y. following a brief illness.
Dirk '66 and Barbara Van Beek, Darren Blair, Mar.
Following graduation she taught math and Latin.
30, 1984
Burton 73 and Kathy Kantrow 73 VanderLaan,TimMost recently she was a homemakerand active in
othy Burton, Dec. 10, 1983
the Christian Women's Organization.
Stephen 79 and Susan Weener '81 Van Dop, Joshua
Mrs. Skinner is survived by her husband,
Donald, June 9, 1983
Charles '59; three sons, Charles, John, and Richard; •
Peter and Heidi Koberstine 75 Wendt, John one daughter, Charlotte; and two sisters, Barbara
Christopher, Sept. 6, 1983
Diekman '60 and Betty Yehling.
Daniel and Rosalie Hudnut 79 Wright,MargaretKathleen, Aug. 27, 1983
Douglas 71 and Cathy Boyd 72 Yingling, Douglas Word has been received of the death of Lois
DeKruif '18
4
Boyd, Feb. 6, 1984
sell, Feb.

14, 1984

retirement.

1984

Hope College Football

Enjoy

From

Seat

a Prime Midfield

RESERVED SEASON TICKET
A prime 50-yard-line seat

will

be reserved for the entire season

for only

$19.

All-in-the-familyseason pass for only $20.

RESERVED PARKING
(Available only to season ticket holders)
before kickoff and avoid
a long walk by parking adjacent to the stadium.

$5 per car

for the entire season. Arrive just

1984 HOME SCHEDULE
Sept. 15 — DePauw, 1:30 p.m. (Community Day)
Sept. 29 — Wabash, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 6 — Albion, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 20— Adrian, 2:15 p.m. (Homecoming)
Nov. 3 — Olivet, 1 p.m. (Parents Day)

RESERVED season tickets at $15 each
RESERVED parking spaces at $5 each
(Available only to season ticket holders)
All-in-the-familypass at

Name

.

Address .

City

$20 (generaladmission)

_

Telephone

- —

-

-

-State

-

& Zip

-

payment to:
Jane Mason, Hope College Athletic Ticket Manager

Mail order with

Dow

Center, Holland,Ml

49423

For further information call (616) 392-5111,

ext.
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TWENTY-THREE

GUYS & ‘Dolls

Tfie Tamincj
of the Shrew

JULY 6-SEPT. 8
o

The musical blockbuster by Frank Loesser,
Jo Swerling and Abe Burrows

JULY 13-SEPT. 5

The Broadway underworld comes to life in this
lively love story with such favorite songs as "Luck
Be a Lady/' "A Bushel and a Peck" and "Sit Down,

A lusty battle of the sexes by William Shakespeare

You're Rockin'

This rousing

tale of

love and conquest sets

strong-willed Kate against determined Petruchio
in the fast-paced and decadent world of Padua.

The Boat."

Children
of a Lesser

JULY 27-SEPT. 7

AUG. 3-SEPT. 6

A musical extravaganza by Leonard Bernstein,
Hugh Wheeler, Richard Wilbur, Stephen Sondheim
and John Latouche.

An illuminating love story by Mark Medoff
This Tony

Award-winning drama explores the

This unique musical fantasy follows the exhila-

romance

deaf student and her hearing

escapades of the noble youth Candide in
search of "The Best of All Possible Worlds."

teacher— the conflicts and joys that occur
their two worlds meet.

rating

Mail

Name

Address

Phone
I

_
_

_

_

my

_

_
_
_
_

;

to

when

SCHEDULE OF PERFORMANCES
Evenings, Monday through Saturday: 8:30 EM.

_

Adult

Coupon(s) @

$24.00 =

or @$19.50=$.

Senior Citizen
Student Coupon

JULY

$.

SUN

MON

TUBS

WED

THUR | FRI |

(s)

Enclosed

is

$

8

.

attend on these dates. Please send the following

9

G
17 T
24 G
31 C
10

G

15

16

22

23

29

30 G

j

G
G

12

25 T

26

11
18

19

G
G
G

HU

SAT

|

G
14 T
21 G
28 C
7

me:

BUY NOW!
Date

# of tickets

o.

of a

Season Coupon(s)/ticket(s)
to:

have decided

tickets to

God

Season Coupon sales end July 6.

AUG.-SEPT.
1 T 2 C
7 C 8 CL 9 G 10
j

Guys & Dolls

A Season Coupon is not a reservation.You must reserve your seats:
use this form or call the ticket office, (616) 392-1449.

The Thming of the Shrew

5

IF
19

Candide

26

Mail to:

Hope Summer Repertory Theatre
DeWitt Center, Columbia Ave. at 12th Street
Holland, MI 49423

Children of a Lesser God

RESERVE BY MAIL

NOW

FOR THE BEST SEAT

SELECTION

2

G

6 G

13 C 14 G 15 T 16 CL 17 C 18 G
20 CL 21 T 22 C 23 G 24 CL 25 C
27 G 28ci/ci. 29 G 30 c/c 31 T 1 CL
3 G 4 c/c 5 T 6 cl/cl 7 C 8 G

Dolls

= Guys &
= The Tkming of the Shrew
=
CL = Children of a Lesser

T
C

4 CL
T 11 CL

Candide
God

OPENING NIGHT
NO PERFORMANCE
SPECIAL 5:30

PERFORMANCE

